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Over cans of Mountain 
Dew, prepackaged cookies and 
dozens of notebook pages, the 
idea Paul Trieu had dreamed 
about for nearly a year was 
becoming a reality. The senior 
in mechanical engineering 
was leading the team creating 
embarkus.com, a website that 
aims to make social network-
ing more social.
“I want to end the idea 
that being social takes place 
sitting in a chair staring at 
a backlit screen,” he said, “I 
feel like I’ve made a lot of 
surface friends. But the more 
and more I get connected on 
Facebook and other social 
networks, I felt more and 
more alone.”
The network is based 
around real-life experiences, 
goals and dreams and aims to 
connect users with common 
goals to resources they need.
Embarkus isn’t the first 
attempt to shake up the world 
of social networking, but in 
an office filled with more than 
100 highly motivated vision-
aries, developers, designers 
and marketers, the ambitious 
attitude was infectious.
Trieu’s idea was just 
one of 16 new businesses 
that launched this weekend 
at Startup Weekend Des 
“Awareness, an understanding, 
and then an opportunity to take what 
you’ve learned and share it with the 
community in an effort to make [Iowa 
State] a more inclusive environment,” 
is what Vice President of Student 
Affairs Tom Hill hopes that attendees 
got out of the Iowa State Conference 
on Race and Ethnicity.
In all, 713 students, staff, faculty 
and community members attended 
the conference.
ISCORE is “setting the platform 
for dialogue around race and ethnic-
ity, and after 13 years, people look 
forward to it,” said Japannah Kellogg, 
program coordinator of the Student 
Support Services Program and co-
chairman of ISCORE for the past 
eight years.
The Memorial Union hosted a va-
riety of discussion-provoking forums 
proving that, although it may be sub-
tle in some cases, racism and ethnic-
ity issues still exist today. The Great 
Hall was lined with posters displaying 
different topics regarding race and 
ethnicity where Racquel Hopkins, 
freshman in biology, and Assata 
Caldwell, freshman in pre-integrated 
studio arts, could be found discussing 
the “Effects of Ableism in America.”
“If not something new, then some-
thing reinforced, and then bringing it 
back to their communities,” is what 
Caldwell wants her listeners to take 
from the conference.
“Hopefully it’s a domino effect,” 
Hopkins added.
Many attendees had some re-
sponse to the sessions.
“Most people have the privilege 
not to care; they don’t have to care,” 
said Albert Li, freshman in pre-inte-
rior design.
“Internet media and issues with 
the Daily” are what brought Beth 
Fowler, senior in elementary educa-
tion, to ISCORE. “People obviously 
already felt like they were being tar-
geted, and [the ‘Just Sayin’ controver-
sy] was the spark in the powder keg.”
Fowler said she is good friends 
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Students talk about their own experiences after watching a video during the 13th annual Iowa State Conference on Race and Ethnicity on Friday at the 
Memorial Union. ISCORE examined common notions about gender, race and class, and how these impact peoples’ interactions with one another.
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GsB:
Voting opens 
to students 
for elections
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SEXY SAX MAN: Playing  
to gain judges’ points
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Nathan Bierl, senior in music, attempts to impress 
Kaleidoquiz judge Molly Clark during a 5 a.m. 
evaluation of the second scavenger hunt challenge 
early Saturday in Friley Windows. 
online
™ Kaleidoquiz 101
Catch up on all the weekend events 
ames247.com
Startup Weekend
Teams take ideas from  
dream to reality at event
By Sarah.Binder 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Emily Harmon/Iowa State Daily
Team cram5sports separated from other teams to make 
their app. Startup Weekend brought teams together to 
create apps from scratch within 52 hours on Saturday.
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By Charles O’Brien 
Daily staff writer
Voting for the election of 
Government of the Student 
Body begins Monday and will 
close at 11:59 p.m. Tuesday. 
Students will be able to vote for 
the executive slate, which con-
sists of presidential candidates, 
and senators, who will represent 
different ISU colleges, resident 
halls, off-campus living and at-
large spots.
Students will be able to vote 
by going to Iowa State’s Online 
Voting and Election System.
Once there, students can click 
on the ballot and view infor-
mation about the candidates. 
Information will include a biogra-
phy and their platform.
Each senate division will have a 
set number of senators to repre-
sent it. For example, the College 
of Engineering has four senate 
seats to fill on GSB through the 
election.
After this, students can move on 
to the voting process by check-
ing off who they choose to vote 
for and submitting their ballot.
This year’s GSB presidential and 
vice presidential candidates are 
Jake Swanson and running mate 
David Bartholomew and Jared 
Knight and running mate Katie 
Brown.
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Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Feb. 29
An officer initiated a drug-relat-
ed investigation at the Armory 
(reported at 10:29 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Mitch 
Gross and Shitian Ding 
were involved in a property 
damage collision at University 
Boulevard and Wallace Road 
(reported at 12:56 p.m.).
A resident reported a case of 
identity theft at Frederiksen 
Court (reported at 1:28 p.m.).
A staff member that reported 
a paper hanging on a door 
had been set on fire at Friley 
Hall. The incident apparently 
occurred on Feb. 15 (reported 
at 6:24 p.m.).
March 1
An 18-year-old male was re-
ferred to DOT officials for a .02 
civil violation at Hunt Street 
and Welch Avenue (reported at 
12:41 a.m.).
Amy Smith, of Des Moines, 
reported damage to a vehicle 
door lock in Lot 29 (reported at 
8:40 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Nicholas 
Boland and Jie Bai were 
involved in a property damage 
collision at Edenburn Drive 
and 24th Street (reported at 
3:27 p.m.).
A patron reported the theft 
of a wallet at Lied Recreation 
Athletic Center (reported at 
10:21 p.m.).
March 2
Jaci Schwering, 37, of Otho, 
Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with driving while 
barred (reported at 12:25 
a.m.).
Officers initiated a drug-relat-
ed investigation at the Armory 
(reported at 1:00 a.m.).
Nathan Harding, 29, 8359 
Wallace Hall, was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication at Chamberlain 
Street and Stanton Avenue. 
He was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 2:03 a.m.).
A patron reported the theft 
of a wallet at the Memorial 
Union (reported at 9:10 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Karly 
McDonald and Zhuangsheng 
Lin were involved in a 
property damage collision at 
East Campus Parking Deck 
(reported at 10:46 a.m.).
Ryan Praska, 22, of Omar, 
Neb., was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion (third) (reported at 2:10 
p.m.).
Marvin Lewis, 53, 4730 
Mortensen Road unit 113, was 
arrested and charged with 
theft (second) (reported at  
4 p.m.).
A parking permit that had 
been reported stolen from a 
vehicle was located in another 
car at the Armory. The latter 
was subsequently towed. 
The investigation is continuing 
(reported at 4:20 p.m.).
Vehicles driven by Yu Hu and 
Allison Randall were involved 
in a property damage collision 
in Lot 112 (reported at 4:36 
p.m.).
Kyle Albers, 19, 1706 Clark 
Ave., was arrested and 
charged with possession of a 
controlled substance and pos-
session of drug paraphernalia 
(reported at 10:50 p.m.).
Joshua Benning, 19, 7354 
Larch Hall, was cited for un-
derage possession of alcohol 
(second offense) at Campus 
Avenue and Lincoln Way 
(reported at 11:51 p.m.).
March 3
Christopher Harre, 19, 1266 
Friley Hall, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol 
at Lincoln Way and Welch 
Avenue (reported at 12:24 
a.m.).
Christopher Hinojo, 18, 233 
Linden Hall, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion at Hyland Avenue and 
Lincoln Way. He was trans-
ported to the Story County 
Justice Center (reported at 
12:57 a.m.).
Officers initiated a drug-relat-
ed investigation at Willow Hall 
(reported at 1:14 a.m.).
Jessica Junck, 21, 4523 
Twain Circle unit 201, was 
arrested and charged with 
public intoxication at Lincoln 
Way and Welch Avenue. 
He was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 2:11 a.m.).
Judah Allen, 20, 3415 
Frederiksen Court, was 
arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated 
(second offense) at Lincoln 
Way and Morrill Road. He 
was transported to the Story 
County Justice Center (re-
ported at 3:00 a.m.).
Greg Miers, 639 Helser Hall, 
reported damage to a vehicle 
at Helser Hall (reported at 4:38 
a.m.).
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Star Wars conceptual artist 
Ralph McQuarrie dies
Ralph McQuarrie, the man 
credited with bringing director 
George Lucas’ vision for “Star 
Wars” to the big screen, has 
died at the age of 82.
McQuarrie’s conceptual designs 
were the basis for some of the 
trilogy’s iconic characters such 
as Darth Vader, Chewbacca, R2-
D2 and C-3PO.
A statement on McQuarrie’s 
official website, posted after 
his death Saturday, said his 
influence on design will be felt 
forever.
“There’s no doubt in our hearts 
that centuries from now amaz-
ing spaceships will soar, future 
cities will rise and someone, 
somewhere will say ... that 
looks like something Ralph 
McQuarrie painted,” it read.
Lucas said he was saddened by 
the artist’s passing, calling him a 
visionary artist and humble man.
“Ralph McQuarrie was the first 
person I hired to help me envi-
sion Star Wars,” Lucas said. “His 
genial contribution, in the form 
of unequaled production paint-
ings, propelled and inspired all of 
the cast and crew of the original 
Star Wars trilogy.
“When words could not convey 
my ideas, I could always point to 
one of Ralph’s fabulous illustra-
tions and say, ‘Do it like this.’”
Aykroyd opens up  
on 30th anniversary  
of John Belushi’s death
On March 5, 1982, comic great 
John Belushi died at 33 of an 
overdose, and the late star’s 
friend and colleague, Dan 
Aykroyd, is opening up about 
what could’ve been.
Had Belushi lived, Aykroyd 
told “Showbiz Tonight” in an 
exclusive interview, “He would 
be directing plays and musicals. 
He would be one of the premier 
directors on Broadway.”
The actor continued, “That 
would have been his destiny, 
because he was so intelligent 
and so well-referenced there. 
He was more of an academic 
than the ‘Bluto’ image would 
have you believe.”
Although cocaine and heroin 
had a role in his death, Aykroyd 
said that during “the last sum-
mer of his life, not a powder nor 
a pill did he touch. Nothing. Just 
smoked a little bud, that was it. 
And wine and beer and food, 
you know. If he’d been a pot 
head, he’d be alive today. ‘Cause 
that doesn’t kill ya.”
Catch the full interview on 
“Showbiz Tonight” on Monday.
Matthew Perry, Phylicia 
Rashad land NBC pilots
Matthew Perry is among 
“Friends” once again.
According to Entertainment 
Weekly, the actor has landed 
a role in an NBC comedy pilot 
called “Go On,” with former 
“Friends” producer Scott Silveri 
on board to write and executive 
produce.
Perry stars as a sportscaster 
who’s attending mandatory 
therapy sessions to help him 
move past a personal tragedy, 
which lets us know this will 
likely provide some darker 
laughs.
In the meantime, Phylicia 
Rashad, who played Clair 
Huxtable on “The Cosby Show,” 
also is returning to the Peacock 
Network with a drama pilot. 
According to the Hollywood 
Reporter, Rashad will portray 
the chief of surgery in “Do No 
Harm,” a take on the story of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Cannon: Doctors found 
autoimmune disease
Nick Cannon’s staying strong 
through his health issues, which 
he told People magazine are 
in connection to a “lupus-like” 
autoimmune disease.
Cannon has been hospitalized 
twice this year, once for kidney 
issues and a second time when 
doctors found blood clots in his 
lungs.
Cannon’s physicians have 
warned him to slow down, and 
Cannon announced he was 
stepping down from his morn-
ing radio show to put his health 
first in February.
“The blood clot thing was prob-
ably the scariest because ... I 
know people who have passed 
away from that,” Cannon, 31, 
said. “I thought I was getting 
better and then that happened, 
so that kind of came out of 
nowhere.”
Doctors have told the multi-
tasking media personality that 
the blood clots were connected 
to his kidney problems, which 
are the result of “an autoim-
mune disease” that was found 
in his system.
“They kind of say [my] autoim-
mune [disease] is — like a lupus 
type of thing, but no one in my 
family has it,” Cannon added. 
“I’m just trying to put my health 
first ... I feel blessed to be 
alive. If it wasn’t discovered, I 
don’t know [what would have 
happened].”
Why no other series will 
ever reach 500 episodes
When “The Simpsons” recently 
reached its 500th episode, it 
did something no TV show had 
accomplished in 40 years.
And, according to experts on 
TV history, it may never happen 
again.
Crashing the 500-episode bar-
rier, which “The Simpsons” did 
last month, has only been done 
twice before by a scripted series 
in prime time. “Gunsmoke,” the 
all-time leader, had 635 episodes 
before it headed out of Dodge 
City in 1975. “Lassie” saved the 
day in 588 telecasts before the 
courageous collie called it quits 
in 1973.
“I don’t know if any current 
series will last long enough” to 
reach 500 episodes, said Don 
McGill, a “CSI” executive pro-
ducer. ”CSI is in its 12th season 
and we are having a great time 
and enjoying it. We are doing 
well in the ratings.”
McGill said that for a show to 
last, it has to start with a great 
idea and be blessed with a great 
cast and a committed produc-
tion team. “That’s the chemistry 
you need for a series to have 
any chance to go to that magic 
number,” he said.
Other things help too. “I think 
the fact that the characters don’t 
age is key,” he said. “I think if 
Bart was really 40 and living on 
his parents’ couch, it would be 
too sad.”
There is another way of keeping 
a scripted show fresh.
”Keep changing the cast.”
At the same time, there is a 
trend toward smaller production 
orders.
A typical season for a scripted 
show on cable is 13 episodes. 
“I’ve got to think that network 
television is going to move into 
that cable model to deal with 
the high cost of production, 
making it even harder to get to 
500.”
CNN Wire staff
CRAZY COSTUME: Having fun during Kaleidoquiz
Daily Snapshot
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Weather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Temperatures in the mid-
40s should begin to melt 
the snow.
A strong southerly wind 
will drive highs into the 
low 60s.
Chance of rain in the 
afternoon with tem-
peratures falling to below 
freezing by midnight.
26|45
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25|55
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This day in 1959:
An intense snowstorm passed through southern 
Iowa, giving Marshalltown 17.8 inches and 
Fayette 21.0 inches in just 24 hours.
fact!
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Setting the Global Table Strategies for
FEEDING and FUELING
a GROWING WORLD
Joe Taets is a Senior Vice 
President at Archer Daniels
Midland Company and an 
Iowa State alum. He leads 
ADM’s Agricultural Services 
business unit, where he is 
responsible for commercial 
activities and operations. He
is also part of the company’s
Strategic Planning C mittee.
Previously, Taets was president
of ADM’s grain group,
overseeing the company’s domestic and export grain businesses and
grain merchandising operations. He recieved a Bachelor of Science
degree in agriculture business from Iowa State in 1988 and an MBA
from Drake University in 1992.
Joe Taets
The Carl and Marjory Hertz Lecture on Emerging Issues in Agriculture
Monday, March 5th, 2012 - 7pm
Great Hall, Memorial Union
Sponsored by: College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
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$1495
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Pregnant?
Need Help?
Our confidential services have helped 
thousands of women through difficult times. 
Let us help you. 
108 Hayward Ave.
515-292-8414
www.birthright.org
Setting the Global Table: Strategies for 
Feeding and Fueling A Growing World
Monday, March 5 at 7 p.m.
Free and open to the public
Great Hall
Iowa State Memorial Union
Ames
Presented by:
Joe Taets
President of 
Agricultural Services  
at ADM, ISU alum 
(’88 agricultural business)
Carl and Marjory Hertz Lecture  
on Emerging Issues in Agriculture
Get the Daily on the go
Follow us on Twitter for updates on 
news, sports, entertainment and more
@iowastatedaily
@ISDsports
@Ames247
Luke Vande Haar, sophomore in anthropology, reacts to the costume of Kyle Brown, sophomore in landscape architecture, put 
on for the 1970s-themed basketball tournament during KURE’s Kaleidoquiz, a 26-hour trivia contest, on Friday in Lyon Hall.
People of all genders, ages and ethnicities 
gathered at Ames Public Library on Saturday in 
celebration of International Women’s Day.
A panel of four women, each from a differ-
ent country, joined the stage to tell the audience 
about their own experiences in each of their 
countries. 
Daniela Dimitrova, associate professor of 
journalism and communication and moderator 
for the panel, asked various questions in four 
specific areas: education, dating and marriage, 
work opportunities and how each woman cel-
ebrates the day in each of their countries.
Shengnan Qian, senior in finance, was the 
first to speak. She is from China. Qian said there 
are a few differences between the Chinese edu-
cation system and the system in the U.S., . “We 
always have our own classroom and classmates 
and always stay in the same room,” she said. 
“The teachers come to us and teach different 
courses.” 
Anicia Peters, graduate student in sup-
ply chain and information systems, is from 
Namibia. She spoke after Qian about her ex-
periences. Because of Apartheid, schools were 
racially segregated and many black Namibians 
could not  go to high school.
After struggling to gain admission to a school 
for black Namibians, Peters said she realized, 
“I’m talented, I’m gifted and yet I’ll leave one day 
without any college education.”
Domestic violence is a real issue in the 
country. Peters said that as a child, she would 
play a game called “Kamma” — meaning “make 
believe” — where the pretend husband would 
come home drunk and beat the pretend wife. 
“[We] didn’t say anything about it because that’s 
how society was,” she said. “We didn’t see any-
thing wrong with it.”
Following Peters, Abyoana Shrestha, who 
is from Nepal, spoke. Shrestha said that in her 
country, Nepali girls are not educated. Only the 
male child of the family is allowed to go to school. 
Shrestha’s parents taught her from home.
Kaukab Marchant, from Pakistan, was the 
last speaker. She comes from a highly educated 
family, where education was stressed and family 
members were expected to go to college.
Marchant said every province of Pakistan 
has a different culture and way of dating.
“My marriage was arranged ... in 15 days,” she 
said. “In these days, more children are dating be-
cause they are going to college and they find the 
best person for them.”
“I was one of the original founders of this 
group, and I congratulate you on how far you’ve 
all come,” said Irene Switzer, an elderly com-
munity member, after the event had ended. Jane 
Edwards is a retired advisor for international 
students. She was a volunteer for the event.
“International Women’s Day is very special,” 
she said. “The most joy I receive is from seeing 
interaction from different cultures.”
Because We Go Places.
Pack a copy of the Daily and take pictures of 
yourself with the paper during Spring Break 2012 
Submit your photo at iowastatedaily.com/takeyourdialy March 19-23
Spring Break!
Take your Daily on
Winner receives a spring 
break recovery package!
Sponsored by: , &
Nightlife Magazine  
Launch & Fashion Show
Friday, March 23rd, 7:30pm at Ayden Lee  
(by Fuji & Old Chicago)
Sponsored by:  
 
• Launch of the Nightlife magazine 
• See spring trends walk down the runway 
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with some of the students di-
rectly affected by the “Just 
Sayin’” remark and attended 
the conference to support 
them as well as learn for her-
self “how to make everyone 
comfortable here.”
 “It shined the light on a 
bigger problem,” Hill said re-
garding the controversy. “It’s 
just a small piece of a smaller 
issue. The much bigger prob-
lem of diversity is inclusion in 
general.”
Kellogg questioned wheth-
er or not the newspaper was 
being mindful of all students. 
He noted, “The Internet makes 
it easy to put [racism] out there 
without ownership.”
The attendees and present-
ers of ISCORE agree that the 
“Just Sayin’” controversy arose 
at the perfect time to display 
that racism is existent and that 
this conference is well-needed 
to inform the ISU community.
“[ISCORE] is here only for 
a Friday,” said Tim Hall, gradu-
ate studetn in educational 
leadership and policy studies. 
“The real work happens after 
[the conference] in trying to 
sustain what was learned. “
Dan McCoy, junior in ap-
parel, merchandising and de-
sign, said “I thought I was just 
going to take notes for class, 
but surprisingly it’s hitting 
home more than I thought.”
He said he was realizing 
“the biggest thing is going out 
and being able to talk to people 
because without awareness, 
no one really knows anything.”
The average attendance for 
ISCORE is around 700 year 
after year.
As Kellogg stressed, the 
conference may occur on a 
single Friday every year, but 
“it’s more than just one day.”
Get the Daily on the go 
Follow us on Twitter for updates on news, sports, enter-
tainment and more
@iowastatedaily, @ISDsports, @Ames247
Perfect Games hosted the 
10th annual Charity Bowl, an 
event put on by Sigma Lambda 
Beta fraternity and Sigma 
Lambda Gamma sorority, on 
Saturday.
“The Charity Bowl is an 
event we host every year,” 
said Jesus Rodriguez, junior 
in construction engineering 
and president of the Omicron 
chapter of Sigma Lambda 
Beta. “It’s a great way to raise 
money and bring together 
Betas and Gammas from 
across the Midwest.”
Sigma Lambda Beta is a 
Latin-based, nontraditional 
fraternity. While only boast-
ing nine members here at Iowa 
State, more than 100 people at-
tended the event.
“Even though we only have 
nine members, we still like 
to try and make a difference,” 
Rodriguez said.
Partnered with Sigma 
Lambda Beta is Sigma Lambda 
Gamma, a multicultural so-
rority with 13 undergraduate 
members at Iowa State.
The Charity Bowl was 
started 10 years ago by mem-
bers of Sigma Lambda Beta 
over dinner.
“The original plans were 
made on a napkin,” Rodriguez 
said. “Our founder is surprised 
and very pleased that we have 
taken this idea and made it into 
one of our best traditions. He 
had no idea this would be such 
a great success.”
All 23 lanes at Perfect 
Games were filled for this 
event. Teams of four to five 
people all competed against 
each other for a chance to win 
a trophy.
“It’s all set up to be a fun 
competition,” Rodriguez said. 
“We don’t see any profit from 
it. All money we make is giv-
en directly to [Assault Care 
Center Extending Shelter and 
Support], and we have system-
atically raised over $1,000 dol-
lars every year.”
Participants traveled from 
around the Midwest to sup-
port the cause.
“This event is a great op-
portunity to meet other 
Gammas from around the 
Midwest and have fun while 
helping out a good cause at 
the same time,” said Evelyn 
Ramirez, a visitor to the event 
from the University of Iowa.
According to their offi-
cial website, ACCESS was 
started in 1974 with the help 
of the ISU Government of the 
Student Body as a rape crisis 
center. It has expanded over 
the years to include a 24-hour 
crisis hotline and a shelter for 
the victims of rape or domestic 
abuse.
Their mission is “to ad-
dress the roots and impact of 
domestic and sexual violence 
through services that enhance 
safety, empower survivors 
and promote understanding 
and social justice within our 
community.”
ACCESS works closely 
within Story, Boone and 
Greene counties.
The services offered by 
ACCESS include a 24-hour 
crisis hotline, shelter for wom-
en and their children affected 
by abuse, children’s programs, 
individual counseling, support 
groups, advocacy, community 
education and crisis response 
services.
They strive to “promote 
social change in the judicial, 
political and medical systems” 
and to “provide education and 
professional training to under-
stand and end domestic and 
sexual violence.”
Fraternity
Charity event bowls  
up money for ACCESS
By Trevor.Werner 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Andrew Clawson/Iowa State Daily
Julian Gonzalez, left, and Sergio Murillo of the University of 
Iowa Sigma Lambda Beta chapter compete in a dance-off at 
the 10th annual Charity Bowl on Saturday at Perfect Games.
>>DIALOGUE.p1
Diversity
Panel invites women to share 
international perspectives
By Liz.Zabel 
@iowastatedaily.com
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GSB senators 
must strive to 
serve students
When legislative bodies convene 
to discuss matters important to 
their constituencies, there is almost 
always debate and internal conflict. 
Debate is a necessary aspect of rep-
resentation, but if taken to excessive 
lengths, it becomes detrimental to 
the constituencies. While division on 
the legislative floor spurs on debate, it 
often completely disregards those of 
us who call for representation.
The Government of the Student 
Body addresses important student-
related issues, and it is often seen as 
a battleground for student leaders 
and organizations. GSB functions as 
an instrument of the students, and if 
this instrument is used for personal 
grumblings, then who should be 
trusted to represent us students?
Senators in GSB devote their time 
to improving the experience we have 
on campus through funding various 
clubs and organizations. However, 
many conflicts arise that often 
sidetrack away from the primary 
purpose of GSB. Such matters as the 
frequently asked “What is the best 
use of student fee money?” exemplify 
divisions within GSB, as the inter-
pretations of such questions are vast. 
Interpretations of the rules, decisions 
and consistency are heated topics on 
the legislative floor, and they often 
concern the internal affairs of GSB.
There are conflicts between the 
senators, between the standing 
committees and senate and between 
presidential opponents and the 
endorsing parties. These conflicts, 
though inherently necessary, arise 
too frequently, leading to inefficiency.
This inefficiency can best be 
explained through the lack of reten-
tion of experienced senators who can 
resolve the conflicts speedily. GSB 
comes with a heavy list of responsi-
bilities, and, often, new senators are 
overwhelmed. Weekly senate, com-
mittee and constituency meetings 
and office hours all add to the strenu-
ous schedules of the students serving.
Recently, GSB lost a number of 
experienced senators to graduation 
and resignation. GSB currently has a 
young and inexperienced senate, and 
few quality representatives remain 
from past legislative sessions. The 
young senators are inclined to engage 
in debate so that they may voice their 
opinion and also learn from the expe-
rience, but too much may turn sour 
and create hostility between mem-
bers. At the point where they focus 
on personal quarrels, the members of 
GSB no longer represent students.
The reason why the students are 
not in tune with the workings of 
GSB is because of these problems. 
Students do not care about the inter-
nal conflicts of GSB; they care about 
how they will be served. GSB mem-
bers must put aside their personal 
“issues” and strive to connect with 
those they represent.
Editor in Chief: Jake Lovett
editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
Race discussions set us free
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Students come together to take a stand against the current racial controversies at Iowa State.  Many students as well as some professors discussed 
personal stories of racism they have encountered.  The rally was outside Parks Library in the free speech zone on Friday, March 2, 2012.
Editorial
Barack Obama is often maligned by social conservatives such as Rick Santorum as, in Santorum’s words, “a 
person of the left.” According to Santorum, 
Obama “is someone who believes in big gov-
ernment.” That support for big government is 
apparently worse than support for a big society.
If Obama is a big government kind of guy, 
then Santorum is a big society kind of guy. In 
Santorum’s world, colleges and universities 
are centers of indoctrination for political cor-
rectness and “values that are, unfortunately, 
the dominant values” in the United States. 
Santorum objects to Obama’s support for 
higher education because “he wants to remake 
[students] in his own image.” If students are 
subject to such indoctrination, Santorum 
warns, parents will be unable to “remake their 
children into their image.”
That just begs the question — is Santorum 
opposed to indoctrination, or is he opposed to 
indoctrination that he disagrees with?
Aside from the fact that it is patently false 
that institutions of higher education are about 
indoctrination, to say as much is to ignore the 
alternative: that, instead of exercising control 
through formal political regimes, Santorum 
would rather live in a country that is ruled by 
families and churches — social institutions 
that are free to reject anyone who does not 
comply with the rules set by the leaders.
One of the main complaints in current 
events is the amount of power that nongov-
ernmental agencies have over people’s lives. 
Occupiers object to the control arbitrary 
business decision-makers hold over the lives 
of ordinary people, and feminists object to the 
social constructs of manliness and femininity.
You want to know why racism, an object 
of much recent attention at Iowa State and in 
the Daily, is such a tough issue to eradicate? 
Because to eliminate racism would be to elimi-
nate a social construct, and changing the hearts 
and minds of individuals is something no law 
enacted by political processes can do. “The 
laws of man,” John Adams said, “may bind him 
in chains or may put him to death, but they can 
never make him wise, virtuous or happy.”
Social coercion is a problem because, unlike 
governmental coercion, it cannot be changed 
through your participation in the system. 
Indeed, unlike politics, your participation in 
society only perpetuates the norms and mores 
it imposes on you.
Politics is different. Participation in the 
political councils that govern the United States 
and it subdivisions, right on down to the board 
responsible for delivering water to rural areas, 
is open to anyone who can meet a few broad 
requirements (such as age and citizenship) 
and who is willing to put forth time and energy 
into making a difference by either persuading 
people out of their positions or by persuading 
them that their positions are untenable.
We change the world through collaboration 
in politics, not through authoritarian social 
arrangements that can be taken or left, but if 
left sever us from all connection and alienate 
us from the institutions, such as family, church 
and media, to which we belong.
Santorum and those who agree with his at-
titude would have nothing to fear if they would 
participate in the vast array of political institu-
tions that exist in the United States, from 
county boards of supervisors, city councils and 
mayoralties to state legislatures, governorships 
and bureaucracies to those at the national level.
The story I always hear from conservatives 
warning me against support of policies that 
enlarge government is that of a frog. If you put 
a frog straight into a pot of boiling water, it is 
said, the frog will immediately jump out. If, 
however, you put the frog into water of a toler-
able temperature and slowly increase the heat 
to the boiling point, the frog will stay put and 
roast for you right there.
They ought to take their own advice. 
Instead of diametrically opposing “the left,” 
members of “the right” ought to work upon the 
system — change it, act upon it, make a differ-
ence in it — from within.
If Santorum is worried about policy 
indoctrination, he should worry about where 
his own views will take him. At least the truths 
that prevail among American leftists respond 
to their factual surroundings and vary with 
circumstance. It is the ideas on the right that 
are rigid and unfeeling.
By Michael.Belding
@iowastatedaily.com
Michael Belding is a senior in history and 
political science from Story City, Iowa.
Politics
‘The right’ ought to change from within
Prejudice, n. A vagrant opinion without visible means of support. That’s a 
classic definition that American 
journalist Ambrose Gwinnett 
Bierce attached to the “ugly” word 
in a piece in 1906. At that time, 
the country was engulfed in racial 
prejudice in a manner that deeply 
bothered the conscience of those 
who had the balls to utter a word.
Racism may not be as vile as 
the yester-decades. Americans 
today have an equal entitlement 
to the vote and even though far 
from parity, racial minorities 
have elected representatives at 
all levels of governance. Yet, that’s 
not the racial discrimination or ra-
cial bias that irks the ire of many. 
Racial stereotyping, instead, 
reigns supreme and so damning 
to the souls of those to whom the 
epithets and slurs are aimed.
Because the laws outlaw 
most forms of discrimination, 
racism plies its trade from a 
safety not easy to decipher. It is 
safely camouflaged and buried in 
institutional practices that, while 
immoral, straddle legality to the 
latter. It is hidden in language that 
sometimes is at the shopping mall, 
when seeking housing or while 
trying to catch a taxi — or when 
dealing with law enforcement.
It is this careful coding of 
racism that has given credence to 
discrimination in places where it 
should be alien. University cam-
puses, for instance, are the classic 
breeding grounds for less-echoed 
sentiments that seek to demean 
students of one race while elevat-
ing the “superiority” of the other. 
It is the irony of all things not held 
equal. It is the storied dilemma 
of how even though education 
and student ability are the com-
mon denominator with which 
the learners are judged, to fail to 
notice the difference in skin color, 
accent and some “cultural ways 
of living” considered out of step 
with the “modern cool” isn’t good 
enough. Education and the pursuit 
of success at college campuses 
seem to be finding its forced way 
under the bus.
Race and race relations 
are subjects that are feared in 
America, yet are subjects with 
ugly offshoots that go undeterred, 
whether in economics, politics, 
academic or social life. Like the 
plague, racism is something that 
everyone seems to be sworn to 
evade. There is an invisible col-
lective nod that racism is lame, 
that racism is ugly, that racism is 
backward and highly self-demean-
ing to its victims — but, without 
the oomph and passion to address 
it. This is exactly what a petition 
signed by a group of students and 
faculty appearing in this paper as a 
letter to the editor sought to bring 
to the fore.
The letter “Racism remains 
alive, thriving at ISU” was a 
response to a tongue-in-cheek 
happy liner appearing in an earlier 
edition of the Daily’s “Just Sayin’” 
section. It sought to discount the 
careless insinuation at inferior-
ity directed at Asian students by 
the author of the “lazy” liner. It 
questioned our conscience as a 
community of global citizens who 
have claimed our place on the con-
veyor belt of tolerance aimed at 
ideologically making the world a 
better place. The strongly worded 
letter called us out. It questioned 
America’s hate of racism while 
making a comfortable bed for it in 
all kinds of places.
A few things worth addressing, 
though.
One, the Daily editors, despite 
the accusation of advancing hate 
by publishing the stereotypical 
line, I would say, displayed great 
courage by opening a can of 
worms, which has thus attracted 
this kind of debate. Such opinions 
were not expressed by the Daily 
— but the newspaper has a duty to 
limit censorship and instead voice 
the concerns and opinion of the 
student body. If that student was 
inclined to slur a group of people, 
then my guess is that the Daily 
served them right to expose them. 
Now, we can talk about it.
Next, as a community, this 
incident demonstrates our 
comfort with racial prejudice until 
it comes so near to us. It is the 
body social of America. Racism 
is sacred, until the white school 
bus driver calls the black kid a 
“Negro.” Until someone makes fun 
of a “Latino accent,” we don’t have 
a problem with race. We cannot 
wait till the “white trashing” of 
a college friend. That is lame. 
Progressive thought and action 
demand constant engagement, 
even from those who are waiting 
to react in the ivory tower.
The ISU community, includ-
ing the petitioners of the letter 
appearing in the Daily, must roll 
up their sleeves and take a leading 
role. We cannot be reactionary. 
And I speak as a minority who 
has some experiences to share. It 
hasn’t and will never be funny to 
be a victim of a racial slur.
Constant healthy conversa-
tions on race will set us free; we 
can’t raise the reactionary mantra 
when we remain that mother who 
tells her 3-year-old son to “be 
quiet” upon asking why the man in 
the grocery store is dark.
By Benson.Amollo
@iowastatedaily.com
Benson Amollo is a graduate 
student in journalism and mass 
communication from Nairobi, 
Kenya
Society must not  
be reactionary  
in ending racism
Changing social norms 
proves more difficult task 
than fixing political policy
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Stat:
Competition:
Shopping:
Students 
bring home 
$4,000 prize
Watches 
raise funds 
for charities
Four MBA students from 
Iowa State’s College of 
Business took home a 
$4,000 prize in a case 
competition against teams 
from 11 other universities. 
The University of Iowa 
took second place and 
host college University of 
Illinois took third. 
The competition asked stu-
dents to create a strategy 
for French fashion house 
Louis Vuitton Malletier in 
24 hours. The ISU team 
recommended rebuild-
ing the brand identity 
while introducing a new, 
lower-priced line to target 
younger consumers.
Want a feel-good fashion 
statement? Flex Watches 
come in 10 colors and do-
nates 10 percent to a cor-
responding charity. A pink 
watch donates to Keep 
A Breast, a blue watch 
donates to Nika Water and 
a white watch donates to 
Life Rolls On. 
In addition to raising 
awareness for the various 
charities, the company 
also hosts events to raise 
awareness.
For more information con-
tact campus representative 
Tyler Eagan at eagant@
iastate.edu. 
The war 
between 
websites
event:
 Miss 
         REPRESENTATION
Monday - 6 pm
March 5, 2012
South Ballroom
Memorial Union
Miss Representation exposes how 
mainstream media contribute to the 
under-representation of women in 
positions of power and influence in 
America. The film challenges the media’s 
limited and often disparaging portrayals 
of women and girls, which make it 
difficult for women to achieve leadership 
positions and for the average woman to 
feel powerful herself. It features stories 
from teenage girls and interviews with 
politicians, journalists, entertainers, 
activists and academics, like Condoleezza 
Rice, Katie Couric, Margaret Cho and 
Gloria Steinem. Jennifer Siebel Newsom 
wrote, directed, and produced this 2011 
Sundance documentary. A discussion will 
immediately follow the 80-minute film.
a documentary by
Jennifer Siebel Newsom
Sponsored by: Carrie Chapman Catt 
Center for Women and Politics, Margaret 
Sloss Women’s Center, Program for 
Women in Science & Engineering, 
Women’s & Gender Studies Program,
and Committee on Lectures
(funded by GSB)
Dance with
Me
Latin Dance 
Mondays
March 5 - April 9
6:00-7:00 pm
• Salsa • Tango
• Lambada Rumba
Taught by a Latin Native 
at 
Octagon Center
for the Arts
for information call Gloria
232-5507 or 233-2185
Top Quality
Instruction
Your Girlfriend
Wants Me.
AMES 
SILVERSMITHING
D E S I G N E R S  &  G O L D S M I T H S
220 Main  •  232-0080
www.amessilversmithing.com
2012 Reiman  Entrepreneur
Speaker Series
IF NOT NOW, WHEN?
Changing technology, changing learning,  
changing lives, changing the world.
Adrian Sannier
Vice President of Product, Pearson 
Former Vice President and General 
Manager, Engineering Animation, Inc. 
Public Luncheon & Lecture
Tuesday, March 20, 2012
Lunch 11:30am • Talk 12:00pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Luncheon open to Students, 
Faculty/Staff and the Community. 
The luncheon is complimentary, 
but registration is required, and 
SPACE IS LIMITED.
Faculty Professional  
Development Roundtable
For Faculty/Staff & Graduate Students
Tuesday, March 20, 2012
1:30 - 4:00pm
Memorial Union Room 3512
Teaching and Practicing  
Entrepreneurship: How  
Do We Meet the Opportunities  
and Challenges of  
Entrepreneurship Today?
Registration Required: www.isupjcenter.org/programs/reimanspeaker
More than a month into JC Penney’s 
national strategy overhaul, local shop-
pers are showing appreciation for “fair 
and square” pricing. 
In addition to slashing prices across 
the board, the new strategy changed 
the layouts of JC Penney stores to a “no 
clutter” system.
“We’re still getting traffic, custom-
ers like that our pricing is clean and 
they like the new store layout with easy 
access,” said Steve Pankratz, manager 
of JC Penney at North Grand Mall.
Most prices were permanently re-
duced by about 40 percent. Instead of 
navigating hundreds of sales per year, 
customers can expect more consistent-
ly low prices.
“JC Penney wants to be America’s 
favorite store. We want to be all of 
America, not so-and-so America or 
mid-America,” said Daryl Dell’anno, 
general manager of Valley West Mall’s 
JC Penney outlet.
Prices are now categorized and 
color-coded by everyday regular pric-
es, month-long values and best prices 
available on the first and third Friday of 
the month. 
Gone are confusing ads, crazy cou-
pons, sporadic sales and prices ending 
with .99 — now, prices will round up to 
a flat number.
JC Penney also will be adding new 
brands and revitalizing its existing 
brands. According to a presentation 
by JC Penney CEO Ron Johnson, the 
franchise expects to feature 30 new and 
transformed brands this year. Pankratz 
said he hopes this will resonate with 
college students.
 “Ames does very well with college 
students; we have more fashionable 
statements available now and are look-
ing to add more fashion,” he said.
Pricing
Photo courtesy of JC Penney
JC Penney’s new “Fair and Square Pricing” campaign aims to eliminate in-store price cuts and mailbox coupons by 
simply cutting prices store-wide. The company hopes this will simplify the shopping experience for consumers.
Innovation Pitch Competition Conference
  When: 8 p.m. 
Wednesday
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
  What: Farhad Manjoo, 
technology columnist 
for SLATE magazine, 
outlines how these 
companies compete 
for markets for mobile 
phones, apps, social 
networking, retailing, 
advertising, finance and 
much more.
Penney’s concept changes
Event offers ‘fun’ ideas EntreFest! focuses 
on Iowa businesses
By Alexander.Furman
@iowastatedaily.com
EntreFest! provides an 
opportunity to learn about 
business and entrepreneur-
ship with an Iowan twist. 
The conference is specifical-
ly geared toward small busi-
nesses. Most of the speakers 
featured work in Iowa.
“There’s not really any 
other conference like that in 
the state for entrepreneurs,” 
said communications coor-
dinator Courtney Schwitzer.
For more information 
contact the EntreFest! 
Facebook or Twitter page.
The greatest companies, 
organizations and technolo-
gies in the world start with 
a single idea. Iowa State 
University’s Entrepreneurship 
and Innovation Learning 
Community will host its 
first-ever Innovation Pitch 
Competition on March 20.
For one innovative idea, 
one pitch could make an ISU 
student $300 in 90 seconds or 
less. The competition will be 
from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Delta 
Upsilon fraternity house.
Thirty preregistered ISU 
undergraduate and graduate 
students of any major may par-
ticipate. Registration is free 
and due by Friday. The com-
petition is simply the student 
and their pitch — no props, no 
teammates, just one original 
idea.
“We saw a need for some-
thing that’s in between having 
students just coming up with 
ideas and full business plans. 
Many students have partici-
pated at other national events 
where elevator pitches were 
used,” said Judi Eyles, assis-
tant director of the Pappajohn 
Center for Entrepreneurship.
Pitches will be judged by 
persuasiveness of pitch, viabil-
ity of concept and the impact 
of innovation.
“It will be a fun and exciting 
competition where students 
can win prizes,” Eyles said.
By Katie.DeVore 
@iowastatedaily.com
When: 6 to 8 p.m. Friday
Where: Delta Upsilon frater-
nity house, 117 Ash Ave.
Register: www.isupjcenter.
org. Registration is required 
and limited to 30 students. 
Register by Friday.
Innovation 
Pitch 
Competition Best Overall Pitch: $300
Best New Business Idea: $200
Best New Innovation/
Technology: $200
Best Social Venture: $200
Audience Choice: Gift 
certificate
Prize 
Categories
online
™ Photo gallery
See the 16 Startup Weekend teams 
in action at 
iowastatedaily.com/business
By Jenna.Russell 
@iowastatedaily.com
Adrian Sannier, senior vice president of product, Pearson
Geoff Wood, COO, Silicon Prairie News, Des Moines
Cozette Hadley Rosberg, business unit manager, Becker 
Underwood
Dave Sly, president/founder, Proplanner
Gabe Greenbaum, senior associate, OCA Ventures
Judges
Students’ pitches 
could win $300
Scott Christopherson put the final 
touches on his ISU career and Iowa 
State’s 80-72 upset of No. 9 Baylor with 
a kiss.
As he was being subbed out for the 
final time as a Cyclone, the senior knelt 
at center court, kissed the ISU logo and 
went to hug his coach.
“Hilton’s been good to me,” 
Christopherson said. “Just like in real 
life, any time a girl’s good to you, you’ve 
got to let her know you appreciate her. I 
was just telling her, ‘Thanks.’”
Christopherson made his send-off 
from Hilton Coliseum a memorable 
one. The LaCrosse, Wis., native fin-
ished the night with 23 points and six 
assists on 8-of-16 shooting from the 
field.
He also moved into second place 
on the all-time ISU list for career 
3-pointers, moving ahead of Dedric 
Willoughby, as he reached 192 for his 
career. ISU coach Fred Hoiberg said 
it was important to him — because of 
his final game as a Cyclone — to send 
Christopherson and Chris Allen, the 
other senior, out the right way.
“I still remember my senior day, and 
it still disappoints me to this day that 
we lost on my senior day,” Hoiberg said. 
“I wanted so bad for these guys to have 
a better feeling than I did on my senior 
night, and they did everything they had 
to do to get the win.”
Hoiberg said he appreciated 
the effort and determination both 
Christopherson and Allen have shown 
throughout the season.
What they did after being picked to 
finish eighth of 10 in the Big 12 by the 
conference’s coaches was very impor-
tant to Hoiberg.
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4723 W Lincoln Way • Ames IA • (515) 292-2276 u www.jaxgoods.com u Prices good 3/1– 3/7/2
012
Spring Break Ready
Forum Sunglass
$119
Mfg# FUPPCPBK
• Techlite polarized brown lens
• Tortoise & Evolve frame
$45
Mfg# A11F
Dry Means 
Comfortable
Men’s Hydry Polo
• VaporWick®
 fabric wicks 
 away moisture
Comfortable 
And 
Flattering
Versatiliti Dress
• Soft blend of 
 organic cotton 
 and tencel
$69
Mfg# 58955
Go Organic!
Men’s Puckerware Shirt
• Wrinkle-resistant 
 recycled polyester/
 organic cotton
$69
Mfg# 53001
Take A Trip
Lonely Planet Travel Books
• Destinations near & far
• Insider tips from locals
$699-$3999
Lightweight
Daypack Talon 22
• This 22L pack that 
accommodates 
a variety of back
lengths with an 
adjustable torso
$9899
Mfg# 34522
Fit More In Less 
Space Pack-It Cubes
• Organize luggage and 
 stay wrinkle free
$850-$22
Carry-On Approved 
& Convenient GoToobs & 
GoTubbs
• Lifetime warranty
• Buy in singles or in 3-packs
$595-$2499
Gear Up For Spring 
Training!
Under Armour EVO 
Cold Gear Tights
• Great base layer for   
 training runs or 
 spring break ski trips
Reg $4999
$3499
Mfg# 1215969
SAve 
30%
 Go Fly A Kite
• Unique and whimsical designs
Premier Kites
$695-$1795
New 
STyLeS
FOR 2012!
It’s A Keen Spring Break
Women’s Targhee II Mid Hiker
• Waterproof protection with 
 added stability
$12999
Mfg# 5217
Women’s Venice H2 Sandals
• Lightweight open air 
 rugged sandals
$9499
Mfg# 1004034
Men’s Newport Sandals
• The essential hybrid sandal
$9999
Mfg# 1001895
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Tennis:
Iowa State 
goes 1-1  
in Hawaii
sOfTball:
Cyclones 
split games 
in El Paso
spOrTs JargOn:
Board
SPORT:
Basketball
DEFINITION:
An informal term for a 
rebound, which is the 
act of grabbing a missed 
shot.
USE:
Royce White pulled in 
a career-high 18 boards 
during his triple-double 
performance on Jan. 7.
Men’s basketball
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Senior guard Scott Christopherson makes a move toward the basket against Baylor defender Pierre Jackson during the Cyclones’ 80-72 upset of the ninth-ranked 
Bears on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. Along with 23 points, Christopherson dished out five assists in his final home game as a Cyclone.
Upset seals sweet send-off
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Few things can put a smile 
on coach Bill Fennelly’s face 
during the middle of a game.
Against No. 1 Baylor (31-
0, 18-0 Big 12) on Saturday, 
Fennelly’s face lit up when 
junior Chelsea Poppens hit a 
3-pointer — the only 3-pointer 
of her career.
“I would say the first half 
was so fun, and to even see 
Chelsea Poppens hit her first 
three,” said junior Anna Prins 
after the game.
The Cyclones challenged 
the Lady Bears’ undefeated 
record and Poppens’ 3-pointer 
ended the half and tied the 
game 32-32.
It looked like Iowa State 
(18-11, 9-9) was going to do the 
unthinkable: break the No. 1 
team in the nation’s undefeat-
ed record.
But the unthinkable was 
just that and Baylor kept its 
perfect record intact as the 
Cyclones fell flat in the sec-
ond half, losing 77-53 in Waco, 
Texas.
I o w a 
State was 
doing every-
thing right in 
the first half 
and a posi-
tive frame 
of reference 
may have had 
something to do with it.
“In these kinds of games, 
knowing that you’re playing 
the No. 1 team in the country, 
you just have to go in knowing 
you’ve got to be competitive 
but also have fun,” Prins said.
The Cyclones average the 
most 3-pointers in the Big 12 
with 7.34 and they used this 
to their advantage during the 
first half.
Working the perimeter, 
the Cyclones were able to stay 
away from the nation’s most 
dominating post player, BU ju-
nior Brittney Griner.
“It’s a huge pleasure for 
me to play her,” Prins said of 
Griner. “She makes me better 
every time. Tonight, I was very 
impressed with her footwork 
By Michael Schmitt,  
Daily staff writer
After winning its first meet 
of the season last Sunday, 
the ISU tennis team man-
aged to double its win total 
while in Hawaii.
The Cyclones (2-8) defeated 
Eastern Michigan (4-8) 6-1 
on Thursday. 
Despite not winning the 
doubles point, the team 
dominated in singles, win-
ning in all six spots.
ISU players Ksenia Pronina 
and Simona Cacciuttolo 
extended their win streaks 
to four matches each, and 
senior Tessa Lang picked up 
her first singles win of the 
season for the Cyclones.
Meghan Cassens, Marie-
Christine Chartier and Maria 
Fernanda Macedo also 
picked up wins for Iowa 
State.
In doubles play, Cassens 
competed in her first 
doubles match of the season 
and teamed up with Chartier 
for the Cyclones’ lone 
victory.
On Saturday, Iowa State 
suffered a 5-1 defeat at the 
hands of Hawaii (5-4).
In singles play, Chartier 
defeated Aglae Van den 
Bergh 6-3, 6-3 to wrap up an 
undefeated weekend.
The Cyclones had tiebreaker 
opportunities in a few of the 
matches but failed to capital-
ize, resulting in their eighth 
loss of the season.
Iowa State will return from 
Hawaii on Tuesday and 
prepare to face Drake (11-2) 
on Friday.
Women’s basketball
3-pointers  
not enough 
against Bears
By Caitlyn.Diimig 
@iowastatedaily.com
Fennelly
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Photo: Tony Gutierrez/ The Associated Press
Baylor‘s Brittney Griner, right, reacts to being charged with 
a foul as teammate Kimetria Hayden and ISU forward Hallie 
Christofferson, left, and Anna Prins look on. Griner scored a 
career-high 41 points in Baylor’s 77-53 win against Iowa State.
Big 12 awards
Big 12 Newcomer of the Year: 
  Royce White
Big 12 Co-Coach of the Year: 
  Fred Hoiberg (with Bill Self)
First team All-Big !2
  Royce White
GRINER.p9A >>
By Travis Cammon, 
Daily staff writer
The ISU softball team 
traveled to El Paso, Texas, 
this weekend for the UTEP 
Invitational. The Cyclones 
came away with a weekend 
split, going 2-2 against their 
competition.
Iowa State (6-11) began 
competition Friday against fa-
miliar foe Valparaiso, which it 
faced earlier this season this 
season in Ames. Much like 
the first meeting — an 11-5 
loss — Iowa State again fell 
to Valparaiso, this time 16-7.
On Saturday, the Cyclones 
were shut out against Texas-
San Antonio, losing in a 4-0 
bout.
The Cyclones responded, 
however, picking up a narrow 
7-6 victory against UTEP in 
the second game of the day.
Pitcher Breeanna Holliday 
pitched four innings, giving 
up seven hits and five runs, 
to give Iowa State a 3-1 lead.
Holliday was briefly replaced 
in the fifth inning by Miranda 
Kemp, who gave up two hits 
and one run.
Tori Torrescano came in relief 
and pitched three innings, 
giving up only one hit and 
picking up her first save of 
the season.
Week 7
Pedometer Challenge Winner is
Victoria Millen
Victoria is the winner of a free Farrells 
fitness class and t-shirt!
CONGRATULATIONS!
Thanks for participating in the 
Go State Challenge. Keep setting 
new goals and keep walking!
Sponsored by: 
& 
Thielen Student Health Center  
and much more. 
Immunizations   Lab and X-ray Services 
Mental Health   Pharmacy   Physical Exams 
Physical Therapy   Prevention Services 
Travel and Allergy Clinic   Women’s Health 
GO TO GYM. q
EAT HEALTHY. q
SAVE A LIFE. q
FINALLY, A RESOLUTION  
YOU WANT TO KEEP.
SCHEDULE YOUR PLASMA 
DONATION TODAY AT 
BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM!
$230
RECEIVE UP TO
PER MONTH!
Bonus redeemable  
upon completion of 
a successful 
donation. May not 
be combined with 
any other offer.  
Expires 3.17.12 
ISD
FOR NEW DONORS ONLY 
Bring this coupon with you to your 
2nd plasma donation and receive 
an extra $10 bonus.
 
515.233.2556 
1618 GOLDEN ASPEN DR 
AMES, IA 50010 
BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM
Stop by the Library or 
Central Campus from 
11am-1pm today to 
GET LEID 
by the Daily!
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StepS:
State Gym:
Control size of 
portions to keep 
in good health
Get the Daily on the go 
Follow us on Twitter for updates on news, sports, 
entertainment and more
@iowastatedaily
@ISDsports
@Ames247
Nutrition
Photo courtesy of file photo/Iowa State Daily
Students make choices at the salad bar at Seasons 
Dining Center in Maple-Willow-Larch residence halls. 
By Lea.Petersen 
@iowastatedaily.com
MONDAY
Induro Cycle
Pedal-Pop
TUESDAY
Induro Cycle
Cycle-Fit
WEDNESDAY
Go-Cycle
THURSDAY
Induo Cycle
Cy-Cycle
Cycle-Fit
SUNDAY 
Video Blast
Classes  
in cycling 
room 2185
346,947
WEEK SIX
676,563
439,205
WEEK SEVEN 
321,022
WEEK FIVE
WEEK FOUR
The key in maintaining a healthy nutrient intake is not 
completely giving up your love affair with all things choco-
late and gooey, but rather enjoying them mindfully and in 
moderation.
MODERATION.p8A >>
Lincoln Center Dietitian
Amy Clark, RD, LD
515.450.0508
aclark@hy-vee.com
West Location Dietitian 
Laura Kimm, RD, LD
515.292.5543
lkimm@hy-vee.com
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543EMPLOYEE OWNED
Partnering
Up A Multidisciplinary Approach to Meeting Your 
Health and 
Fitness Goals
Every person has their own unique physical and psychological traits that must be taken into account when 
developing a health and fitness program to best meet his or her goals and avoid injury or burnout.
 
When you face a challenge or obstacle on the path toward meeting your health or  fitness goals, the professional 
experience of a single person may not be enough. Knowing the limits of professional expertise and when 
additional input is required is often difficult. A dietitian, doctor, physical therapist, personal trainer, and 
psychologist all offer valuable insights, expertise, and ideas to help you reach your health and fitness goals.
Dietitian-
A licensed expert in food and nutrition. A dietitian advises groups and individuals on nutrition to help improve their 
health.  They apply scientific principles of nutrition to help people live in better health and prevent and deal with 
chronic illness.
Doctor-
A person licensed to practice medicine. Physicians preform the diagnosis of disease and injuries and provide the 
necessary treatments.
Physical Therapist-
Helps and treats patients whose movement and physical abilities are impaired by aging, injury, surgery or disease. 
Physical therapists are licensed in the examination, evaluation, and treatment of physical impairments. 
Personal Trainer-
A fitness professional involved in exercise prescription and instruction Personal trainers have the knowledge and 
experience to offer advice and guidance in the areas of exercise and fitness.
Psychologist-
A professional who studies behavior and experience, and who is licensed to provide therapeutic services. 
Psychologists assess, diagnose and treat a vast array of issues and disorders including anxiety, depressive, 
disassociate, impulse-control, mood disorders, and personality disorders. 
What do each of these professions do?
Tour can be tailored to meet your specific needs, 
including diabetic-friendly, heart-healthy, gluten-free, 
low-sodium or weight management.
Contact your West Ames or Lincoln Center Hy-Vee Dietitian to 
schedule your appointment today. 
Limit 1 coupon per customer.    Good only at your West Ames and Lincoln Center Hy-Vee.    Good Through March 31st, 2012 
FREE
Grocery Store
Tour
Often students who are looking to increase 
their nutrition find minor hang-ups in eliminat-
ing certain “bad” foods while overindulging in 
other seemingly healthy foods.
Sally Barclay, food science and human nutri-
tion clinician, offers advice on how to avoid eat-
ing mindlessly.
“Don’t eat from bags or cartons or large pack-
ages. Check the serving size on [the] package 
and put that amount into a bowl or on a plate and 
put [the] package away and out of sight,” Barclay 
said. “Students should also consider purchasing 
some foods in individual serving sizes.”
Enjoying a meal at your favorite restaurant 
doesn’t have to mean forgoing the need for a belt 
the next day.
“At a restaurant, ask for a take-home con-
tainer right when food is served and then imme-
diately put extra food into it,” Barclay said.
If you have the luxury of an in-house kitchen, 
Barclay recommends serving food there.
“When serving food in a kitchen, do not bring 
entire amounts to [the] table where extras por-
tions can be easily taken. It may be helpful to put 
extra food into [the] refrigerator or freezer in sin-
gle-serving portions,” she said. “Students should 
measure food using measuring cups until they 
learn the size of their bowls, plates and cups.”
When eating in one of the dining centers on 
campus, pay attention to what you are putting 
on your plate.
“Glass and plate sizes have an effect on how 
much food students take. That’s a major reason 
why ISU Dining eliminated trays in the din-
ing centers recently,” said Cameron Aisenbrey, 
communications specialist for ISU Dining. 
“Currently, plates are available at each station 
and students can feel confident that filling one 
plate with a healthy salad option and a second 
plate with an entree, a vegetable, a fruit and a 
dessert is a healthy choice for their meal.”
Aisenbrey said NetNutrition, which is lo-
cated on ISU Dining’s website, is a tool students 
can use to help them be mindful of their nutrient 
intake.
“Students can go to NetNutrition before they 
go to eat and see all of the nutritional informa-
tion, build their meal for the day and then go to 
the dining center feeling confident in what they 
will be eating,” Aisenbrey said. “NetNutrition 
can also be accessed through your cellphone 
when students visit our mobile website.”
While planning out your meals is a great idea, 
chances are you probably are not going to be car-
rying around your measuring cup. Aisenbrey 
and Barclay offer measuring “cheats” in order to 
beat the game of overindulgence.
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Photos courtesy of Thinkstock
You don’t have to carry around measuring cups to control your portions on the go. Regulate 
portion sizes by taking an amount of food comparable to these everyday items.
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
With only a couple mem-
bers from each of the teams 
at the Last Chance NCAA 
Qualifier meet competing 
Saturday, the track was fairly 
quiet for most of the day.
Schools from around the 
country sent their “bubble 
athletes” to Lied Recreation 
Athletic Center for a chance 
to qualify for the NCAA 
Indoor Championships this 
coming weekend.
As of Saturday, dis-
tance runners Betsy Saina, 
Meaghan Nelson and Dani 
Stack have all automatically 
qualified for the women’s 
3,000-meter run. Saina and 
Nelson have automatically 
qualified in the 5,000-meter 
run as well.
Stack is near the top of the 
list to still make it to nationals 
with a time that is only a half 
of a second off the automatic 
qualifying time for the 5k.
Ejiro Okoro competed 
Saturday at the Last Chance 
qualifier in hopes of sealing a 
spot as an automatic qualifier. 
Like Stack, Okoro will wait 
until later this week to see 
if she is close enough to the 
qualifying time to travel to the 
indoor nationals.
The qualifying athletes 
will compete in Boise, Idaho, 
this weekend in their quali-
fied events against runners 
from all over the country.
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If you are interested please contact Gayle Dar  
at gayledar@iastate.edu or 515.294.1839.
Looking For A Summer Job?
Look no further than the  
Iowa State Daily!
The Creative Team is looking to hire creative  
and clever minds for the summer & upcoming fall!  
Two positions are available. 
1. Applicant must have knowledge in InDesign,  
Illustrator & Photoshop is required.
2. Applicant must have knowledge in  
HTML, HTML 5, and Javascript.
HTMLHTML5JAVA
ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
!Bartending! $250/day poten-
tial. No experience necessary. 
Training available. 18+ ok. 
1-800-965-6520 ext 161
Drivers: OWNER-OP's Top Pay 
and Fuel Discounts Year round 
Freight Consistent Home-Time 
No Upfront Costs CDL-A, 2yrs 
exp. 866-946-4322
Ames little league baseball is 
looking to hire umpires for the 
upcoming season. If interest-
ed call Barry: 515-460-4349.
Computer Program Needed 
Looking for someone to write 
a program related to logic/
probability testing.  Contract-
ed basis Email daveisgrig@
gmail.com
Summer Agricultural Jobs 
Advance Services, Inc. is seek-
ing candidates for our summer 
positions.  We have openings 
in the areas of Seed DNA 
Sampling, Seed Counting, Corn 
Pollinating, Soybean Crossing, 
and much more.  If interested, 
please apply online at www.
asinc.net or stop into our Ames 
office at 1606 Golden Aspen, 
Suite 107 - our office hours are 
M-F, 8 am to 5 pm.
Business Directory
Summer is coming! South-
western Internship. Don't 
wait for everyone else to take 
the best summer opportuni-
ties. Gain real-world experi-
ence, separate yourself on a 
resume, earn $600-$700/
wk, travel. Call Joel 515-509-
9012
Library aide/children's librar-
ian 30 hours a week including 
some evenings and Saturdays, 
if interested stop by the library 
for an application or call 
641-377-2900.  Applications 
due March 7, 2012. Email 
cololibrary@netins.net
2 xServe G5 Servers - $200 
(both). One server working, 
one not working. Clean wipe 
OS disk. (Power PC processor, 
10.5 Leopard OS). Contact: 
Gayledar@iastate.edu
Entering the final lap of the men’s mile at 
the NCAA Last Chance Qualifier on Saturday 
at Lied Recreation Athletic Center, it was 
junior Mohamed Hrezi and senior Rico Loy 
competing for a time to earn a spot at the 
NCAA Championships.
Neck and neck until the very end, Loy 
crossed the finish line first (4:03.35) with 
Hrezi one second behind him, but that would 
prove not to be enough as the automatic quali-
fying time for the mile is 4:01.30.
ISU coach Corey Ihmels said if the two 
runners had started the race faster than they 
did, it might be a different story.
“They had a good effort at the end,” Ihmels 
said. “They just didn’t give themselves a 
chance up front...Hopefully that’s a learning 
experience for both of them. We’ll get back to 
work outdoors. I’m more excited about what 
we can do outdoors versus what we’ve done 
indoors.”
After Saturday’s competition, the indoor 
season most likely ended for Loy, who was just 
a couple seconds away from his personal best. 
Loy said having Hrezi there with him during 
the race was motivation for him to run strong.
“I knew I would have to run the last lap by 
myself,” Loy said. “I didn’t even expect that 
Mohamed would be up there with me. I mean 
I knew that he was really fit, but I didn’t expect 
him to be in front of me.
“For me personally, it’s really hard to go 
alone the last lap, it’s a really hard thing to do. 
I just like to be in fast races and just hang in 
there. I think I’m a little more motivated if I see 
someone in front of me.”
The indoor season has now come to an 
end for Hrezi as well, who ran a personal best 
of 4:04.39 on Saturday, and training will start 
with high-mileage workouts.
“My miles have been very low [recently 
during indoors],” Hrezi said. “I’m just going 
to get my miles up for probably another three 
weeks and then focus on outdoor.”
Ihmels said there will be some recupera-
tion time involved throughout the next week 
for the athletes who competed in the Last 
Chance qualifier, but after that, preparation 
will begin for outdoor season.
“Once Spring Break comes around, every-
body will be back on course and we will get 
back to getting some more volume in and then 
get ready to roll,” Ihmels said.
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Hockey Track and field
Loss to No. 9 Sooners 
ends Cyclones’ season
Meet offers runners 
last chance to qualify
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
“Both those guys have meant a lot,” Hoiberg 
said. “We pushed them hard. Again, this was a 
team that was picked eighth. And they went out 
and played with a chip on their shoulder and 
played with great effort and togetherness.
“It was great to have your seniors do that.”
The Cyclones (22-9, 12-6 Big 12) trailed 
37-30 at halftime and were losing to the Bears 
(25-6, 12-6) in nearly every statistical category 
before turning it around completely in the sec-
ond stanza.
Christopherson said the comeback showed a 
“resolve” that will help them going forward.
“I think that’s what the [Big 12] Conference 
does, is test your resolve, because everybody 
knows each other so well, the margin for er-
ror is so small,” Christopherson said. “I think 
now, over an 18-game conference season, we’ve 
shown that we’re mentally tough enough to 
make the plays coming down the stretch to win 
big games.”
Guard Chris Babb — who shined on the de-
fensive end again, stopping a streaking Baylor 
guard Pierre Jackson in the second half — said 
in addition to sending the seniors out the right 
way, the win solidified the team’s confidence.
Even still, no sentimental win will deter the 
team from focusing on what lies ahead for the 
Cyclones.
“I think we’re very confident at this point, but 
we’ve got to keep staying focused and keep tak-
ing care of business,” Babb said. “We’ve still got 
work to do. We’ve still got some noise to make in 
the Big 12 tournament.
“It’s a huge win for us — you know, senior 
night — but we still have a lot of work to do.”
Along with the seniors, Hoiberg was ada-
mant that he also wanted to send another group 
home satisfied after a 16-2 record at Hilton 
Coliseum on the season.
The second-year coach said the win was as 
much for the sellout crowd of 14,376 as it was for 
his team and him.
“For our fans, there wasn’t one empty seat 
in the house tonight,” Hoiberg said. “And to 
show them the appreciation for everything they 
brought to us this year, I mean that’s Hilton 
Magic right there.”
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The ISU hockey team’s 
season has came to an end 
after it lost its first game at 
the American Collegiate 
Hockey Association National 
Tournament in Cleveland to 
No. 9 Oklahoma 8-2.
One of the things ISU coach 
Al Murdoch stressed before 
the game was the importance 
of staying out of penalty trou-
ble, and it proved to be deadly 
in this game. The Sooners 
(26-12-2) were 4-for-7 on the 
power play while the Cyclones 
(28-10-5) were only 1-of-5.
“They’ve got several excep-
tional forwards who are really 
good with the puck, who can 
pass well and move the puck 
well,” Murdoch said in a news 
release. 
The Cyclones had four 
penalties in the first period 
and the Sooners capitalized on 
two of them and went into the 
locker room with a 3-0 lead. 
Freshman defenseman Antti 
Helanto was penalized for 
hooking just 50 seconds into 
the game and ISU goaltender 
Paul Karus said they felt sur-
rounded early.
“The penalties in the first 
period that we took, those 
were the crucial ones because 
those were the ones that they 
were able to jump out to their 
three-goal lead,” Karus said. 
“After that, toward the second 
and third period when we took 
our penalties, we were able to 
control their power play.”
The Cyclones had two goals 
in the second period cour-
tesy of freshman defenseman 
Dominic Toigo on the power 
play and sophomore forward 
Mark Huber. Freshman for-
ward Trevor Lloyd picked up 
the assist on Huber’s goal.
Huber scored his 10th goal 
of the season and is ranked 
sixth on the team in goals. He is 
11th on the team in total points 
with 20.
Toigo finished his fresh-
man year with eight goals and 
13 assists. He is tied for ninth 
on the team with 21 points.
Both ISU goaltenders, 
Karus and freshman Jared 
Andersen, saw time in the 
game and gave up four goals 
each. Karus was taken out in 
the first period after allow-
ing three goals on eight shots 
and was put back in late in the 
second period. He finished the 
game stopping 12-of-13  shots.
The Cyclones’ final placing 
at the tournament was 11th. 
The tournament continues 
until the championship game 
Wednesday.
Stack, Okoro await 
word on qualifying
By Clint.Cole 
@iowastatedaily.com
and it was very challenging for me to guard.”
Griner ended the night with a career-high 
41 points, well above her average of 22 points 
per game.
Griner scored more points than the rest of 
her teammates combined.
“[Griner’s] not just a tall kid,” Fennelly said 
after the game. “She’s a basketball player, a 
great basketball player. Her footwork is good. 
Her timing is good.”
After a brief lead by Iowa State in the sec-
ond half, Baylor put on the press and Iowa 
State could not find the basket.
“We were playing at Iowa State’s pace as 
they were hitting 3s all over the floor and pen-
etrating,” said BU coach Kim Mulkey after the 
game.
Iowa State went from a 40 percent 3-point 
shooting percentage in the first half to just 20 
percent in the second half.
“Their defense picked up; they did a great 
job and we panicked a little bit,” Fennelly said. 
“When you panic against a great team and 
you’re not making shots, it’s tough.”
Iowa State will begin Big 12 tournament 
play at 11 a.m. Thursday in Kansas City, Mo. 
The Cyclones are seeded fourth and will play 
Kansas State.
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Goalie Paul Karus defends the goal against Minot State on Nov. 11. Iowa State lost 8-2 
to Oklahoma in the first round of the American Collegiate Hockey Association National 
Tournament on Saturday, bringing the Cyclones’ season to an end.
Photo: Grace Steenhagen/Iowa State Daily
Rico Loy rounds the bend in the men’s mile 
with Mohamed Hrezi and Abdou Seye right 
behind at the NCAA Last Chance Qualifier.
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Milers fall seconds short 
in quest for NCAA berths
Great Values in Apartment Living
Fall Options · Smoke Free Environment
•Cable Provided
•High Speed Internet
•Guaranteed Low Utilities
•Free Laundry
www.ppm-inc.com | Call 232.5718 201 | S. 5th St., Suite 202
It’s Better
Out West!
Jensen Property 
Management
4611 Mortensen Rd #106
233.2752 • www.jensengroup.net
FREE internet, cable, 
washer & dryer, and 
Ames Racquet and 
Fitness Membership!
• Large 3 Bedroom
3 Bath
• 1200 sq feet
• All utilities free
• Free cable, internet,
and fitness
• Free washer/dryer
• $1,110
• No Pets
Fountainview
www.prairieoakproperties.com   |   515-231-0147
Available Aug. 1. 
3BR/2BA, 2 car garage, 
WD&DW. No pets.
$1100/mo
House for rentGreat House for Rent
515-292-2766 or 515-290-9999
2 BR $730-$810
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Cats Welcome
515-268-5485
resgi.com
Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking 
Garages Available
Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email:  info@resgi.com
Real Estate Service Group
Campustown Living
268.5485  or  290.8462
Stop in to find out about our 
new properties
Free Cable/Internet
Free Ames Racq. & Fitness Membership
Awesome 2, 3 & 4 BR, 2 BA Layouts
Great Central Ames Location
The Oaks
1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast
J & L 
SORENSON
www.jlsorenson.com
 2 Bedroom 
APARTMENTS
Available May/August
$595-$695
[Pets Welcome]
• Free Cable/Internet
• Low Utilities
• DW/Microwave
• Patio/Deck
• Near Cy-Ride
• Walk-in Closets
• July 31st Move Ins
515.292.6642
W
E
L
C
O
M
E
2-3 BR duplex.
Walk-out. Large double 
attached garage.
Location: 24th & Fillmore. 
Call 515-291-8396 
www.University-West.com • 1400 Coconino Road #111 • 515.292.9790
1-5 Bedroom Apt & Townhomes
FREE Internet, Cable & Fitness Membership
2 Swimming Pools
Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts
Pet Friendly Options
WHERE YOU MATTER
“It’s cold outsi
de...
rent yours wh
ile they’re
HOT!”
COLLEGE
Fully Loaded 
College iving
• 24-Hour Fitness 
• FREE Tanning
• Private Bathrooms
• Coffee Bistro
• Fire Pit & BBQ Grills
515.232.1046
gogrove.com
Closed for spring Break
Spring Break March 12-16
Please contact your sales representative
if you have any questions at 515-294-4120.
If you would like to advertise
in the Iowa State Daily on:
Mon., Mar. 19 deadline is Wed., Mar. 7
Tues., Mar. 20 or Wed., Mar. 21
deadline is Thurs., Mar. 8
Campus 1BR $730
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Garage Available
515-268-5485
resgi.com
All utilities paid
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Xtreme Rack Mount Server 
Cabinet with noise reduction. 
$350 Contact: Gayledar@
iastate.edu
1500sqft duplex with 3 BR, 2 
BA, 2 car garage, deck, yard. 
919 Delaware Ave.  Near 
Cyride. Sublease through 
July for $750/mo.  New 
carpet and linoleum.  Cats OK.  
mlemons@iastate.edu/515-
231-5043
 
 
 
A Great Value! May & August 
LARGE 2BR APTS. Convenient 
Locations. Free Cable/Inter-
net. Decks/Patios. Walk-in 
closets. DW, Microwave, Extra 
Storage. On Cy-Ride. Pets 
Accepted. July 31st move-ins! 
$595-$695. 515.292.6642 
www.jlsorenson.com
2BR, 1.5BA Summer Hous-
ing Special-Walking distance 
to campus.  Spacious living 
room with large bedrooms 
& kitchen.  Assigned parking.  
Offering flexible leasing terms 
and will rent by the room.  Call 
515-292-5020 for special.
online
™
FREE
Iowa State can place an on-line ad for
FREE to sell the extra stuff they have lying around.         
(Does not include Auto’s & Rentals)        
ON-LINE AD with valid @iastate.edu email address
NEED
SOME
CHANGE?
DON’T
STRESS.
If you’re looking
for a new roommate,
a new apartment,
a sublease or moving
out of the dorms,
the Daily can help 
you find the new
living situation you’ve
been looking for.
www.iowastatedaily.com
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Monday
Super
Special $799+ taxLarge ClassicOne-Topping
Pizza14” Free Delivery!No coupon needed!Not good with any other offer.
Add 1lb.
of Chicken 
Wings $6.95
SAVE $5.94 on any 14" Pizza Including Combos
FREE City-Wide Delivery. CALL
292-6600
Seating for 100 @ 207  Welch Ave. Ste. 201 
(Clocktower/Campustown)
• Mobile service
• Certified to work    
   with all insurance       
   companies
Westport Station • West Lincoln Way
(515)296-2496 • www.reflectionsglass.com “ Where our quality reflects on us!”
Don’t risk it,
let us fix it!$20 OFF in shop windshield 
replacement exp April 15th, 2012
• Auto     • Farm
• Fleet     • Home
STOP... 
...in to Ames’ newest, 
quick-lube and 
experience 
the difference. 
ENJOY...
...a free cup 
of Caribou coffee and 
relax in our 
Northwoods lounge or 
stay in your car.
GO...
...in 3 to 5 minutes 
your oil is changed 
and you’re 
“good to GO!
DLY-8
with coupon
(reg $26.99)
*not valid with any other offer  **applies to reg. price oil change
Now offering FREE CAR WASH with Oil Change **
*
Changing the way your oil gets changed! SM
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
SATURDAY’S PUZZLE
Level:
1 2
3 4
© 2012 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
3/5/12
Aquarius: Imagination runs. Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday (03/05/12). 
If we’ve all learned anything 
these last few years, it’s how 
to get by with less. This next 
year, you turn that idea into 
an art form. It’s actually really 
healthy. Use this skill to reduce 
debt, build savings and conserve 
resources. Share the joy in this.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-- Today is a 7 -- You can sell 
your concept now. It takes 
action. Do a good job, and 
there’s a potential for more 
money to flow in. If breakdowns 
occur, you can handle them.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Don’t let worries 
about money interfere with love. 
With Venus in your sign, art, 
beauty and romance are yours. 
Might as well listen, though ... 
you might have to compromise.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Changes higher 
up are to your benefit. Send off 
the paperwork for an increase in 
funding. Go for what you want 
in career and romance: You’re 
lucky with love and money.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- You’re still 
learning, and your concentration’s 
keen. You see new ways to 
prosper and are moved into 
action. Use that Midas touch 
at work (and leave it there).
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
 -- Today is an 8 -- It’s wise to 
be frugal. Anticipate overruns 
of cost. Let others bring 
food. Your friends are your 
inspiration. You can make it work; 
teamwork solves any puzzle.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Here comes 
a pleasant surprise. Gather 
up as much as you can. Venus 
enters Taurus in your fifth 
house, influencing creativity, 
romance and fun. Enjoy.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- For about 
three weeks, you’re especially 
vibrant and charming. Give in to 
creature comforts and beauty. 
Serve others with artistry.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Have faith in 
your imagination and bring in the 
dough. Focus on providing a great 
service. Think twice before making 
a purchase. Do you really need it?
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-- Today is a 7 -- There’s no 
mountain high enough to keep 
you down. Pack the essentials 
and explore, even if it’s just 
metaphorically speaking. Keep 
a journal for future reference.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is a 6 -- You may 
feel like spending some quiet 
time, but don’t dismiss others 
who appreciate you. Take a 
moment to connect. Water 
seeds. Reveal your dreams.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Your 
imagination runs wild, attracting 
bright new ideas and potential 
clients. New partnerships 
and responsibilities lead to 
new rewards. Speculate.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Hit the 
ground running and get busy 
without delay. Even if you miss 
a few, you hit the mark more 
times than not. You’re more 
powerful than you think.
Word of the Day:
flexuous   \ FLEK-shoo-uhs \  , adjective;
1. Full of bends or curves; sinuous.
Example:
Her flexuous  and stealthy figure became an 
integral part of the scene. At times her whimsical 
fancy would intensify natural processes around 
her till they seemed a part of her own story.
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The Olympic was the sister ship of the Titanic, 
and she provided twenty-five years of service
Atari had to bury millions of unsold “E.T.” game 
cartridges in a New Mexico desert landfill in 1982
The biggest disco ball in the world has a 
diameter of 2.41 meters and 137.89 kilograms. 
It also has 6,900 mirror squares on it
An average city dog lives approximately three 
years longer than an average country dog
On average, falling asleep while driving results 
in 550 accidents per day in the United States
The spray WD-40 got its name because 
there were forty attempts needed before the 
creation of the “water displacing” substance
Random Facts:
Crossword
Across
1 Long-necked waders
7 Sgt. Friday’s employer
11 Blow away
14 __ pork: Chinese 
dish with pancakes
15 Fairy tale villain
16 Betty Crocker product
17 Click-and-drag tool
19 Impersonal pronoun
20 Barnyard brayer
21 Half an Orkan 
goodbye
22 Enjoyed, as a lollipop
24 Filming locations
26 More out of practice
28 Reunion 
attendee, briefly
30 Libyan or 
Liberian, e.g.
34 Tequila plant
37 Kimono sash
38 Hefty volume
39 Learner’s permit 
prerequisite, often
43 Guitarist Hendrix
44 Reveal, in verse
45 Thick, like fog
46 Step on the gas
48 Jack of late-night TV
50 Legislative period
52 Mex. ladies
56 Samples a bit of
59 Univ. military org.
61 Dada co-founder Jean
62 Actress Gardner
63 Memorable 
surprise attack site
66 Deafening noise
67 Sprinter’s path
68 “Seinfeld” woman
69 Fruit drink ending
70 Egg foo __
71 Name associated 
with the start of 17-, 
39- or 63-Across
DownDown
1 Actresses Watson 
and Thompson
2 Fairy tale Mother
3 Shake awake
4 Superman’s 
monogram
5 Afterwards
6 Forester automaker
7 Legs-intertwined 
meditative position
8 Player’s rep.
9 Very productive
10 Naysayer
11 Helter-skelter
12 Rosé or Cabernet
13 Crossed (out)
18 U.S. motto word
23 Animals, casually
25 Most well-informed
27 Dana’s “forbidden 
fragrance”
29 Grant wartime foe
31 Nickel or dime
32 “Famous” cookie guy
33 Hawaiian goose
34 Descriptive wds.
35 Golf club part
36 “Je t’__”: French 
“I love you”
37 Shelley work
40 Philosopher 
Jean-Jacques
41 “House” actor Omar
42 Oral health org.
47 With intense feeling
48 Motel amenity
49 “O Canada,” e.g.
51 Discount rack abbr.
53 Former Israeli 
leader Yitzhak
54 “The San Francisco 
Treat” suffix
55 Shopper’s indulgence
56 “I did it!”
57 Raring to go
58 Of sound mind
60 Colombian city
64 __ Arbor, Michigan
65 Took flight
Friday’s Solution
Solution to 
Friday’s Puzzle
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Congratulations 
to the
Dean’s List Recipients
Fall 2011
ACACIA
BERESNEV PAVEL I         
BERGMAN JACOB RYAN       
BRYANT IAN LAWRENCE      
DOHERTY ANDREW DARIN     
FELDERMAN MICHAEL LEE    
JAEGER TANNER JOHN       
KISTLER ADDISON GRANT    
KRAUS NICKOLAS HANS      
MAHOTAMA WICITRA         
MCCOY GABRIEL JACOB      
MCGEE THOMAS RAY         
ROBISON DEREK E          
SCHLATTER AUSTIN JON     
SCHWARTZSTEIN DANIEL A   
SMITH BYRON DOUGLAS      
STRIPE CARLTON JAMES     
VAN EKEREN, CLAYTON A    
Adelante
CLAUSMAN JOSHUA JAMES
CORNELISON MAX EUGENE
HOLST TYLER MICHAEL
LAFOLLETTE CAMERON PIERCE
LEONARD JOSHUA CHARLES
OTT JASON E 
Alpha Chi Omega
BASILE KELLI BROOKE      
BECK DESTIN CLAIRE       
BERGLUND EMMA LYN        
CARSTENS EMILY A         
DEVINE GABRIELA MARIE    
DICKEY KATE E            
DYER JOSEPHINE MAY       
EMMERT DANIELLE RENEE    
FREKING KATIE THERESE    
FRENCH SARAH ELIZABETH   
GUENTHER REBECCA ANN     
HINES CHELSEA LAUREL     
HUSER CHLOE MARIE        
IDEN COURTNEY JEAN       
JERGENSON ABIGAIL MARIE  
JESSEN REBECCA NICOLE    
JOHNSON COURTNEY EMELIA  
JOHNSON SHELBY ANN       
KLIMESH KIMBERLY A       
KRAMER ALICIA            
MCCULLOCH TAYLOR ELISE   
MCDOWELL JOSIE HANNAH    
NORTON JENNA MARIE       
O’HALLORAN KELLY C       
REITER KELSEY LYNN       
SIMPSON TAYLOR LYNN      
VALDEZ DIAZ, AMICI       
WELLS AMANDA JOY         
WICKERSHAM MORGAN JOYCE  
WILSON AMY LEIGH         
Alpha Delta Pi
ACETO DANIELLE R         
AUSTIN TAYLOR RAE        
BERRYMAN MELISSA ANNE    
BLANKENSHIP DEVONNE J    
BOYLE CASSANDRA CLARE    
BOYLE TONI MARIE         
BRYANT MOLLY REBECCA     
BUCKHOUSE JENNIFER DIANE 
BURKERT MARY KATHERINE   
CARVER KATELYN MARIE     
COX ANNE CHARISSA        
CURTIS STEPHANIE LYNN    
EDEL RAINA MARIE         
FRITZ EMILY MAE          
GALLE MORGAN LYNN        
GERDES RACHEL ANNE       
GRACE LAURA ELIZABETH    
HEISSEL KATHRYN LEE      
HOFFMAN LINDSAY JO       
HOFSTAD ALLISON M        
HOLLANDER SARAH GRACE    
HOLMGREN ELIZABETH JOAN  
HOPE ANNA RENAE          
HYDE KATHERINE MARIE     
JOYCE KATHRYN MARIA      
KERSTEN JENNIFER MARIE   
KILGORE KELLY ANN        
KLEINSCHMIT KERI A       
LARSEN ELIZABETH ILENE   
LARSON MELISSA JO        
MONSON AMY JO            
MUENCH KIMBERLY MAE      
NIEHM LINDSEY CHRISTINE  
NISSEN LAUREN ELIZABETH  
OPPELT AMBER MARIE       
QUAM ELISE BRODERICK     
RETTENMAIER LAURA E      
RICE CHARLOTTE MARIE     
RIHA ERICA MARIE         
ROBINSON EMILY CATHERINE 
ROHMILLER CHELSEE LYNNE  
SIMS ALLISON MARIE       
SINCLAIR MOLLY PATRICIA  
STRANDEMO JESSICA LAUREN 
WHITTERS LAIKEN MARIE    
WIEMER JULIA KATHRYN     
Alpha Gamma Delta 
ANDRESEN VICTORIA LEE    
BAIRD ALLISON FRANCES    
BREIDER MEGAN ELIZABETH  
BURNEY KATLYN MARIE      
CALDWELL ALEXA RAE       
COLE KELLY LEA           
CONGREVE KRISTIN E       
DAHL ALISHA MARIE        
DENNIS LISA MARIE        
DOUGHERTY MAGGIE MARIE   
FLAGG AMY ELLEN          
FOSSELMAN ERIN E         
FREML CASSIE JO          
GERDIS ELIZABETH MARIEE  
GREENFIELD KENDRA DIANNE 
HAPPE KELSEY MARIE       
HAYES LAUREN ANN         
ICENOGLE AUBREY C        
JUNGMAN SAMANTHA RAE     
KLETSCHER HILLARY NICOLE 
KORTHAUS JODY LEE        
MCDONALD JESSICA MARIE   
MISAK EMILY JEANNE       
NELSON SARAH JANE        
NORTON DREW LAUREN       
OEVERLI ELISABETH        
RICHE KATHRYN ANNE       
RIESBERG KELSEY ANN      
ROBINSON MARGARET LEIGH  
SCHLAPKOHL MEGAN LYNNE   
SCHWAGER AMY L           
STUMPF MARIAH CHRISTINE  
SZOKE AMANDA RACHEL      
WALLER LAURA RUTH        
WATTERS CATHLEEN E       
WILSON LINDSAY CAMILLE   
WIRTJES JAMIE CHRISTINE  
Alpha Gamma Rho 
BELKNAP CODY MICHAEL     
BRUGMAN BRADLY J         
BURT MATTHEW RICHARD     
BURT MICHAEL RYAN        
CHRISTENSEN WESLEY JAMES 
CLING AARON ANDREW       
HAGEMAN NOLAN BUD        
HORA JOSEPH EDWARD       
HURD COLIN JOSH          
KENT JACOB ROBERT        
KERNS KARL C             
KORTHAUS CODY ALLAN      
LARSEN LUCAS B           
LAUVER ANDREW JAMES      
LEDGER BRANDON DEAN      
LICHTY JOHNATHAN LEE     
LORCH AARON OTTO         
LUEKEN DAKOTA STEVEN     
MCDONALD BENJAMIN JAMES  
MCEVOY BRIAN J           
MCLAUGHLIN MATT MARK     
OPPERMAN JASON RYAN      
PFANTZ BRETT M           
POWGNAS JOSHUA LEE       
PRATHER STEPHEN EDWARD   
RAMAEKER TODD ANDREW     
RILEY WILLIAM E          
SEXTON BRENT AUSTIN      
SIEVERS CHRISTOPHER TODD 
SPELLMAN NICHOLAS JEFFREY
STROHBEHN WESLEY ERIC    
STUMPF JOSHUA JAMES      
WIESE CHANCELOR DAVID    
ZELLE BENJAMIN KURT      
Alpha Kappa Alpha
CARDENAS, RUTH
Alpha Kappa Lambda
DUCKWORTH LUIS MAYNARD   
MOCK BRYAN DAVID JR      
NUZUM NATE               
WERGELAND MATT DUANE     
Alpha Omicrom Pi
BECKER MEGAN ELIZABETH   
DESKIN ALYSSA ANN        
EVERY JULIE A            
FOXWELL RACHEL MORGAN    
FRY ERIN MICHELLE        
GRAY ELIZABETH ANN       
HUFF HANNAH C            
JOHNSON BROOKE ANN MARIE 
KENNETT AMY RAFFETY      
MCFEE LAUREN ELIZABETH   
NELSEN JOSIE MICHELE     
NIEVES-WHITMORE KAELI M  
NORDMEYER JESSICA LEIGH  
Alpha Sigma Kappa
BARINGER KATHRYN MAY     
BRIEN KAITLIN ELIZABETH  
CRAVEN TERI JO           
EDSTER SAMANTHA ELISABETH
FENSKE MOLLY JO          
GLEASON EMILY ELIZABETH  
KONRADI BRITTANY ANN     
KUCERA KAITLIN M         
MERCADO CECILE MARIE     
MOEST REBECCA CAITLIN    
SORSBY KIMBERLY ELIZABETH
STEFFEN MEGAN ELIZABETH  
WIEMER EMILY SOPHIA      
Alpha Sigma Phi
COOK TAYLOR FRY WINSLOW  
CUMMINS DEVIN JOHN       
DEVINE DANIEL T          
HELM ANDREW LOUIS        
ISHAQ FARAH JIRIES       
MCCLELLAND MAXWELL F     
PERKINS MAXWELL JAMES    
SACKETT AARON LEE        
Alpha Tau Omega
BANISTER JOHN P          
BRYAN WILLIAM ANDREW     
EGGAN ERIC EDWIN         
LUTZ WILLIAM BUTLER      
MOLLOY MICHAEL MARTIN    
VIREN ROBERT WILLIAM     
WARMING SAMUEL PEDERSEN  
WINTER NICHOLAS JOSEPH   
Beta Sigma Psi
BARKER MICHAEL JAMES     
BOWERS STEPHEN T         
CABEEN NICOLAS TANNER    
COLTON BENJAMIN JOEL     
DIETSCHE LUIS JEFFREY    
FRANCK BRANDON LEE       
GOODE DAVID S            
GREMEL BENJAMIN DOUGLAS  
HEGER MICHAEL JOSEPH     
HEINICKE ERIC DAVID      
HOLBROOK ZACHARY CHARLES 
LAUGEN AUSTIN MILES      
LENARZ RANDALL GAMBREL   
LETCHER EDWARD JACOB     
LIETZ DREW ALAN          
ORNDUFF BRIAN DAVID      
PUDENZ JOEL DANIEL       
QUIST STEPHEN JAMES      
SCHUBERT JARRED SCOTT    
SMELSER RYAN M           
SMITH TYLER COLIN        
STANZYK ANDREW KEITH     
THOMAS JACOB WILLIAM     
VAN CURA, DOUGLAS K      
ZEMAN JOSH THOMAS        
Beta Theta Pi
BERG JOSH RYAN           
DUNCAN JACOB JOHN        
KRAFKA RYAN DANIEL       
PETERS JACOB ROBERT      
SWANSON MATTHEW JOHN     
WEAVER COLIN STEELE      
Chi Omega 
CANNON BRITTANY NICOLE   
COOPER WENDEE LYNN       
ELLEBY MARGARET THERESE  
FOULK NATALIE KRISTINE   
HANSEN KATHRYN SAGER     
HILL JESSICA ROCHELLE    
KRAFT KELSEY LYNN        
KRUSE KATIE JANELLE      
LINDE KIMBERLY MAE       
MCCONNELL ANNA MARIE     
MONTHEI AMBER MARIE      
NASH KELSIE LYNN         
OLSON KATHERINE L        
PARKER LYNNELY G         
PENLAND JESSICA LEONA    
PRATT SARAH KRISTINE     
RAGER KARLY DANIELLE     
RICHARDSON TAYLOR ANNE   
SCHLEGEL LINDSEY CAROLYN 
SCHMITT LAURA MARIE      
SCHOLL MEGAN ASHLEY      
SHELDAHL MALLORIE ANN    
SICKELS ERIN BATES       
SKJERPING EMILY ANNE     
SMITH NATALIE NICOLE     
TAGGART ABBY BELLE       
TOMLINSON KATHRYN LEE    
VANOVERMEIREN CHELSY LYNN
VISSER EMILY ANNE        
WELLS ALEXIS N           
Delta Delta Delta 
BALOCH KAESHA MALIHA     
BOWLES ALEXANDRA E       
BUSH AMANDA RENEE        
CONKLIN SARA ANN         
DOERFLER JENNA CHRISTINE 
EDSTROM KATHERINE E      
FLORES JESSICA MAXINE    
FRETHAM CAITRIN          
GABBY HOLLY JOLENE       
GAIKOWSKI ELIZABETH ANNE 
GENESER KATHERINE MARIE  
GOESER ANA L             
HANSEN LISA MARIE        
HEIDERSCHEIT NATALIE S   
HOLTE AFTON ERICA        
KESSLER KIYA KAE         
KLUSKA LAYNE ELIZABETH   
LAMAIR LINDSEY LEE       
LASHIER KATHRYN ANNE     
MARTZ TAYLOR SUZANNE     
OELMANN HOLLY MARIE      
PETERS ALEXANDRA C       
PLUIM LINDSEY ELIZABETH  
RAY KAITLYN ANN          
RILEY KRISTIN MARIE      
ROKES ALEXIS KAYE        
SMITH SHANON LEA         
STONEHOCKER SAMANTHA M   
STROMBERG LAURYN JO      
TURNER EMILY MARIE       
VAN LISA JOANNA          
WEIMAR ALEXANDRA ROSE    
WYLIE KRISTA ANNE        
Delta Tau Delta
ALLEN BENJAMIN JOHN      
ANDERSON COREY ROBERT    
BIERL MATTHEW J          
BORMANN NICHOLAS LOUIS   
BRYANT CORY LEE          
CUTLER CHARLES SARGENT   
EDWARDS PAUL JOSEPH      
ELLIAS LUKE JAMES        
GRACE COLIN PATRICK      
HANSEN MARK ROBERT       
HANUS RILEY CHENCHAR     
KELLOGG STEVEN E         
LANGNER JOSEPH PAUL      
MCMURRAY ANDREW JOSEPH   
REIFF BRENDON DANIEL     
SCHIMEK ANTHONY PAUL     
SOORHOLTZ STUART WILLIAM 
SWINTON KRISTIAAN KYLE   
TAINTER AARON MICHAEL    
TEASDALE STEPHEN MICHAEL 
VOSE GREGORY DAVID       
YUNG MICHAEL ALLEN       
ZACHAR TAYLOR RYAN       
Delta Upsilon
BETTERS RYAN FRANCIS     
CARY MICHAEL ADAM        
FRANCOIS RYAN WILLIAM    
GUINAN KEVIN JOHN        
JACOBSON BENJAMIN PAUL   
KIRSCHENMAN MARK D       
KISE TIMOTHY L           
LUDWIG RICHARD M         
Delta Zeta
AMEND ERIN RAE           
CLARK NOELLE E           
DITTMER CASSANDRA ANN    
FINNEY TAYLOR MARIKEY    
GAUDINEER OLIVIA ANN     
HAY KELSEY LYNN          
JANSSEN JENNIFER LYNN    
KOCH EMILY ANN           
LEVIS LAUREN JEAN        
LIESTER KATHARINE KAYE   
LITTMAN MOLLY ROSE       
MARTIN BRITLEIGH CHEYANNE
MILLARD LESLIE ANNE      
MORTENSON JOLYN RAE      
NENNIG KRISTINA LEIGH    
REMER KARISSA LEEANN     
SHOJAAT SHEREEN STANFEL  
SINGLETARY HANNAH RUTH   
SINGLETARY HAYLEY ROSE   
SMITH TAYLOR ELIZABETH   
WITTKAMP SOPHIE ANNE     
FarmHouse
ALLBEE MATTHEW JAMES     
BROWN DREW AUSTIN        
BUEHLER BARRY ALLEN      
CODER AUSTIN J           
CORD WILLIAM O           
DRENDEL DAVID BRADLEY    
ECONOMOS JOHN THEODORE   
FICHTER ADAM C           
FICHTER AUSTIN C         
GREGG GARY L             
HALBUR ADAM MARTIN       
HAYEK MICAH J            
HELLING RYAN MATTHEW     
HENRY SCOTT RICHARD      
HILL JOSHUA M            
JOHNSON BROCK J          
KOLKER JACOB PATRICK     
KOLKER PATRICK DAVID     
LITCHFIELD DAVID JAMES   
MILLER ADAM MICHAEL      
NELSON MARK EDWARD       
OLSEN JONATHAN DAVID     
PARROTT ERIC EVAN        
PRINGNITZ ANDREW S       
RANKIN CASEY LOYD        
SCHAEFFER HANS WILLIAM   
SCHNADT DANIEL JAMES     
SCHOTT AUSTIN WAYNE      
SIEFKES JONATHAN MICHAEL 
VINCENT WILLIAM JACOB    
WEINERT PHILIP MICHAEL   
WEINERT STEVEN ANDREW    
WUEBKER ERIC JOSEPH      
ZINNEL PAUL WILLIAM      
Gamma Phi Beta
ADAMS TARA ROSE          
BERGQUIST KARLY LYNN     
BESSINE KYLEE M          
CHALFANT LESLIE ANN      
DWYER MEGHAN E           
GEBARD KAELEIGH S        
GERMER CHELSEA R         
GETTMAN LINDSEY SARAH    
GOEKEN CLARE A           
HAGUEWOOD ALEXANDRA RAY  
HAGUEWOOD BRIANA E       
HELLING LAURA ANN        
HILBERT MEGAN CHRISTINE  
JENNISON NATALIE MARIE   
JENSEN MEGAN ELIZABETH   
JENSEN PAIGE MORGAN      
KONECNY ANNA CATHERINE   
LAWLER ALISON MARIE      
MADSEN KELLY MARIE       
MALLIET NATALIE BERG     
MARSHALL LESLIE ANNE     
MCHALE ERIN MARIE        
MINER KAITLIN ANN        
NEWMAN RACHEL KATHERINE  
PAUL CAITLIN MARIE       
PIKUL STEPHANIE CECILIA  
RINGGENBERG ASHLEY LAVON 
ROUSE CHELSEY ELAINE     
SEPEHRI YASMINE          
SORENSEN JACQUELINE SUE  
STAKY ADRIA ELIZABETH    
TERPSTRA LINDEN JANE     
TIGGES STEPHANIE NICHOLE 
URE SHANNON THERESE      
VOLLSTEDT TAYLOR R       
WASSENAAR EMILY LYNNE    
WIEDENSKI KRISTEN LEE    
WILHELM MADELINE JOY     
WILLEM MEGAN ELISE       
YODER PAIGE JACQUELIN    
ZIBROWSKI JILL MARIE     
Kappa Alpha Theta
ANDREWS ABBY GRACE       
BAKER SAWYER KAY         
BENNETT HEATHER NICOLE   
BERNTSON SARA JENNIFER   
BROGNI COLLEEN ROSE      
BROWN ABIGAIL ELIZABETH  
BRUKETTA SARAH K         
BURKETT BRITTNEY ROSE    
CARDA JENNIFER ANNE      
CHAMBERS ELIZABETH LEAH  
DEROCHE KATHRYN MARIE    
DETERMAN KOURTNEY JO     
EMIG KATELYN SUZANNE     
GONZALEZ MELANIE MARIE   
HANSEN EMILY ELAINE      
HERNDON CAITLYN RENAE    
HERSHEWAY AMY CATHERINE  
HOWARD HANNAH KRISTINE   
JANUSZ HOLLY NICOLE      
JOHNSON CASEY EMILY      
KAYSER KIAH ANN          
LEAHY SHELBY RYAN        
LEINEN KRISTYN NICOLE    
LESLIE MADELINE B        
LITFIN ELIZABETH AMY     
MANCOSKY KIRSTEN LEIGH   
MEIER BRITNEY JEAN       
MILLEN VICTORIA RAE      
NORDYKE LAURA ELIZABETH  
ROLFS LINDSEY ANN        
ROSS KATHERINE ELIZABETH 
RUTT ALYSSA BRITTANEY    
RYGH MARIA ANN           
SLACK CHRISTINE ELIZABETH
SPELLMAN DARCY LYNN      
TRUMAN ASHLEY LYNNE      
WHITE ANNETTE MARIE      
WOLTHUIZEN JESA L  
Kappa Delta
BROWN LAURA E            
BULLOCK KELSEY LEIGH     
CAUDLE DANA JOCELYN      
CRANSTON KAYLEE          
DENISON MAGGIE DAY       
DENTLER LAUREN OLIVIA    
HOWELL JACQUELINE C      
MOORE KELLY ANNE         
OEMICHEN MEGAN JEAN      
PATTERSON ANNE LOUISE    
ROGGEMANN SARA LYNN      
RUGGIERO GINA SUZANNE    
WHITE ASHLYN ELIZABETH   
Kappa Kappa Gamma
BAARTMAN MADELINE LOUISE 
BERGDALE KATIE JOY       
BOHN KAITLIN JANAYE      
BOUSEMA TESS ANN         
BRADY KATHERINE MARIE    
BRIDGES MOLLY E          
BUEHLER SARAH ELIZABETH  
EMERICK KATHRYN CROUSE   
ERICKSEN HANNAH KRISTINE 
HASSEBROCK KYLI SUE      
JORDAN CHRISTIANNE M     
KELLY MEGHAN SUZANNE     
MARVIN LINDSEY JEAN      
MOORSE ANNA ELIZABETH    
MORMANN DIANA LOUISE     
PIPER ELIZABETH ANN      
POLLARD REBECCA JEAN     
REYNOLDS KATELYN SHAYE   
STRINGHAM SALLY ANN      
WESTRICK LISA M          
WIEDEMEIER MADISON LUCIA 
Kappa Sigma 
GIBSON MATTHEW JOHN      
MAURER ROSS BRADLEY      
RAHMAN KHAN, MUHAMMAD T  
Lambda Chi Alpha
BROWN ALEC CHARLES       
NELSON ANDREW GEORGE     
PAULSMEYER MICHAEL NEIL  
Lambda Theta Nu
JAIME, MAYRA
Phi Beta Chi
ANDERS JUSTINE JOLENA    
ANDREWS DANIELLE NICOLE  
BARRIUSO TAYLOR ANNE     
BRODERSEN VICTORIA R     
CHEELY SUZANNE ELIZABETH 
KREPFLE MELISSA ANN      
LITTLE ALLISON NICOLE    
RICHARDSON MORIAH LEE    
SCHUBERT NICOLE LEAH     
SCHULTZE KELSEY MARIE    
Phi Delta Theta
ALEXANDER JACK ANDREW    
BANGSTON KYLE RYAN       
BROWN ALEX GIAMMANCO     
BRUE THOMAS ADAM         
BUMAN DEREK PAUL         
DEDECKER KYLE JAMES      
FLIPPIN STEPHEN BRENT    
HARM STEVEN MICHAEL      
JAVELLANA AUSTIN CARY N  
JOHNSON TYLER ALLEN      
MCKENNEY THOMAS J        
NAHNSEN PAUL L           
SCHILTZ MATTHEW JOSEPH   
WEISS LEVI DAVID         
Phi Gamma Delta
BROOKS EVAN ROBERT       
CONNESS PATRICK GERARD   
CORLETT TIMOTHY O’TOOLE  
CRARY THOMAS JOHN        
EASTMAN EVAN JOSEPH      
EVERS CALEB BENJAMIN     
FEDORCHAK NIKOLAI JOSEPH 
FLETCHER JACK AARON      
GOETTSCH LANCE HENRY     
GRAY MATTHEW ARTHUR      
HOLTEN SPENCER L         
KRAMBEER ELI LAWRENCE    
MEYER NICHOLAS THEODORE  
SCHNEIDER MICHAEL J      
SERVAIS KEVIN PATRICK    
THOMPSON LOGAN C         
VANSICE KYLE CHRISTOPHER 
WILLIAMS RICHARD THOMAS  
Phi Kappa Psi
AVENDANO ALEX ALBERTO    
HANKINS BRENTON EUGENE   
HANSON BLAKE ROBERT      
JOHNSON TYLER BLAINE     
KENNEDY COLTON MARSHALL  
LANDWEHR TIMOTHY JAMES   
LATHROP ERIC RYAN        
PAGE RYAN MATTHEW        
PENNEY RYAN C            
REDMOND JOSHUA BENJAMIN  
ROSENTHAL MICHAEL JOSHUA 
TODTZ EVAN THOMAS        
TROUPE PAUL THOMAS       
VALLIER NOLAN ANDREW     
Phi Kappa Theta
DAVIS ALEXANDER D        
DONNER JORDAN R          
HOLMQUIST CHRISTOPHER J  
KAUFMANN MIKE J          
MAY AARON ANTHONY        
NEUZIL BENJAMIN MICHAEL  
SEVCIK BENJAMIN DANIEL   
VONDERHAAR JOHNATHAN R   
Pi Beta Phi
BAUERMEISTER KELSI ALYSSA
BELIN ASHLEIGH KAY       
BRATEK RACHEL C          
BUSH ALLISON ECKERT      
CLARK CACEY LOUISE       
CLEVELAND SARAH NICOLE   
CULP EMILY ABBEY         
CZAPLA ALYSSA LINN       
EILTS DELANEY CLAIRE     
FLEMING ANNE ELISE       
FROEBE MORGAN LYNN       
FURGIUELE LAUREN M       
GAMBLE SARAH KAY         
GRAHAM MEREDITH L        
GRANT LAUREN C           
HANSEN KATIE LYNN        
HEISDORFFER MACKENZIE ANN
HENDERSON ALISSA MARIE   
HILL EMILY NICOLE        
ISAACSON ABBY MILDRED    
JAYCOX ALLISON RENAE     
KAHNK KELSIE JO          
KRETSCHMAR KARSON JO     
LAWRENCE AMANDA MARIE    
LIPP BRITTNEY NICHOLE    
MASTERS ALLISON K        
MCCLELLAND MAGGIE M      
MCLELLAN NICOLE CHRISTINE
MEYER NICOLE ELIZABETH   
MISAK MARY KATE          
MYERS ALYSSA ANN         
NELSON COURTNEY A        
OAKLAND SADIE MAE        
PATINOS ALEXIS MARIE     
PEYTON AMY CAROL         
PICKERING KELLY MARIE    
ROUSH KRISTINE M         
SCHANTZ KAYLA J          
SCHAUBROECK SARA L       
SNEDE MARIN ANN          
STOCKFLETH KRISTEN M     
THOMPSON KRISTA ANN      
TRAN STEPHANIE VANTHY    
VILLIM CORRINE NICOLE    
WAHL MARIA C             
WALSH ISABELLA RACHEL    
Pi Kappa Alpha
BEACH GARRETT DAVID      
BENSON PATRICK JOHN      
BORST ANDREW JOHNATHAN   
GUDE ANDREW P            
JOHNSON DEREK J          
KRIST ALEXANDER ERNEST   
LANG WADE RUSSELL        
RENSCHEN SAMUEL T        
SINGLETON KIRBY L        
SITZMANN ADAM JOEL       
SMITH ALTON ANDREW       
SPARACIO NICHOLAS ROSARIO
STECKER BENJAMIN TIMOTHY 
WOSTOUPAL BENJAMIN CONRAD
Pi Kappa Phi
BERNS MARK ANTHONY       
JOHNSON ANDREW DOUGLAS   
LEWIS CHAD CARL          
MILLER DRAKE EVAN        
NEWTON MARKUS ALLEN      
OBERENDER NICHOLAS T     
PFANTZ NICHOLAS JOSEPH   
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
ANDRICAN NATHAN ANTHONY  
CASLAVKA BRADLEY A       
CHRISTENSON SHANE ROLLIN 
DITTMER BENJAMIN THOMAS  
ELLINGSON LARS E                
INGWERSEN KYLE LEO       
JOHNSON ALEX ANDREW           
LEINES CHAD ERICKSON     
Sigma Chi
GANSEN MICHAEL WILLIAM   
Sigma Kappa 
ASLAN ELLA CHRISTINE     
ATHEY COURTNEY MICHELLE  
BISHOP LEXIA ELIZABETH   
BUNKER CATHERINE JOELLEN 
CLOUTIER ALEXANDRIA LYNN 
CONDON MADELINE ELIZABETH
COPELAND JESSICA MARIE   
GAFFNEY TAYLOR JANE      
GEORGE KAYLA LYNN        
GUNDERSON KELLYANNE K    
HOEKSEMA KELSEY JANE     
JENSEN KACIE ALISON      
JONES CHRISTINE MARIE    
JULANDER KAYLI ANN       
KIENZLE KAYLA MARIE      
KUMBERA CHELSEA ALVINE   
LINES CALI SUE           
MAHONEY MEGAN GAIL       
MASON JACQUELYN JANE     
MORRISSEY KELLIE RAE     
NEKOLA ABBEY LISA        
PERKINS ALISON MARGARET  
PRICE RACHEL BARBARA     
PRITCHARD ELIZABETH C    
RING CAROLYN ANNE        
ZEDIKER MARY KATHLEEN    
Sigma Lambda Beta
PETERSON BENJAMIN PATRICK
Sigma Lambda Gamma
AGUERO MARISOL           
MURILLO RUBY             
NAMBISAN KAVITHA ARIKKARE
NORRIS ROBYN NICOLE      
RAMOS GONZALEZ, ANA K
Sigma Nu
DAWSON, DANIEL
KLEJCH, WESLEY
LI, YUAN
MISRA, MICHAEL
WERNER, BRANDON
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
BEALER CONNER CHARLES    
CARNAROLI JOSEPH LEAHY   
ERNST ALEX TYLER         
FEYGIN ALEX VADIMOVIC    
FOX TYLER ROBERT         
GEARY WESLEY ALAN        
GRIEVE ALEX ROSS         
HAGEN CAMERON STEVEN     
HAMPEL MORGAN LEIGH      
HEIDRICK CHARLES THOMAS  
HOLM JUSTIN DAVID        
LIGHTFOOT CHRISTOPHER A  
LORCH JACK BRYANT        
MCBRIDE SCOTT RYAN       
MITCHELL IRA             
MOSER JUSTIN MARK        
O’CONNOR LUKE TIMOTHY    
REGAN MARC ALLEN         
SANDHOLM KURTIS RYAN     
SYTINE ANTON IGOR        
YOUNGDAHL REID CHARLES   
YOUNGDAHL RYAN ERIK      
ZIEMBA BRANDON GREGORY   
Sigma Pi
ACEVEDO HERIBERTO        
DOWD SEAN THOMAS         
GRENNAN SEAN M           
LANGE AUSTIN DALE        
LUTZ THOMAS JOHN         
MCDONALD MATTHEW THOMAS  
SKALAK BRIAN VINCENT     
THOMAS JOSEPH T  
Tau Kappa Epsilon
ANDERSON-CALDERON TODD B 
BROSHAR ZACHARY RICHARD  
FURLEIGH ALEXANDER W     
GOLDTRAP BRETT DAVID     
GRINDE ERIC SCOTT        
LARENZIE AUGUST J        
LONG CLAYTON WILLIAM     
MEEKER BRAD EUGENE       
RONDON ANDREW CARLOS     
SCHIEBER GARRETT LUKE    
STANFIELD SAMUEL A       
WHITE SEAN J             
Theta Chi
BENSON JOSHUA JAY        
BUCSKO NATHANIEL STEPHEN 
FOWLER IAN JOHN          
GANNON SHAWN MICHAEL     
STENZEL EVAN GARRET      
Theta Delta Chi
SHORT CLAYTON NEIL       
Theta Xi
DENTON JUSTIN RANDALL    
HOFER ALEX LEE           
WACHTEL BRANDON ALAN     
        
    
  
      
Moines. One of more than 300 
annual Startup Weekends, the 
event prompts tech-savvy en-
trepreneurs to get stuff done.
The event was hosted at 
Startup City Des Moines, 
which provides a support sys-
tem for new technology com-
panies in the area.
“If it wasn’t for this envi-
ronment, the idea would have 
died hundreds of times,” said 
Matthew Smith, founder of 
realestatefanpages.com. He 
spent the weekend working on 
doodle cloud.
More than a dozen ISU 
students attended, and five of 
them pitched ideas that went 
on to be developed throughout 
the weekend.
“It was definitely good to 
see — first, the turnout of stu-
dents — but also them getting 
involved,” said Levi Rosol, 
Startup Weekend volunteer.
Clipist.com: 
A Pinterest-like app for 
coupons, to combat the con-
fusing, “junky” nature of many 
coupon sites. The user would 
scan the barcode of a product 
while shopping, and the app 
would find a coupon to present 
at checkout. 
cram5sports
Sports idiots can have a 
conversation with enthusi-
asts with this app, which gives 
them basics on the top five 
daily headlines. Team leader 
Shane Reiser said it could be 
expanded to topics like politics 
or celeb gossip — “It’s for any-
body who wants to fake it.” 
Dance Vs: 
Naipong Vang, a b-boy 
from Iowa State, pitched this 
idea, which lets far-flung street 
dance crews compete for digi-
tal turf. Each team would up-
load a video to be voted on by 
users, and users who are more 
knowledgeable about dance 
have more weight in voting. 
df chat
Andrew Sykes, sophomore 
in computer science, pitched 
it as a “spontaneous, dick-free 
environment to chat with peo-
ple with similar interests.” In 
response to the randomness of 
Chat Roulette, df chat matches 
users based on what topics 
they want to discuss. 
doodle cloud
The top Friday night vote-
getter amplifies the simple 
pleasure of cloud watching. 
Meant to be enjoyed by par-
ents and kids, they can snap a 
picture of a cloud and trace the 
shape they see, before decorat-
ing it in fun ways. 
embarkus.com
ISU alumna Rebecca 
VanDeCasteele described it as 
a social network to “do some-
thing with your life, not waste 
your life.” Users list goals — 
anything from skydiving to 
trying a restaurant — and then 
are paired with people and re-
sources to make it happen. 
eventurist
Anyone who’s planned 
an event on Facebook knows 
RSVPs don’t necessarily cor-
respond with attendees. This 
Doodle-like app aims to 
change that, using “pot-luck 
psychology” — a user has to 
send a photo of what they’re 
bringing to join the event. 
Go Traffix
Want to get paid just for 
driving around? Go Traffix 
would put ads on regular peo-
ple’s cars, gaining more expo-
sure for companies and a little 
pocket cash for users. Team 
leader Roman Serebryakov 
said he’d like to test the con-
cept on a campus. 
Kindalike.me
This idea encourages peo-
ple to get out and enjoy local 
businesses by offering “frac-
tional coupons”: For example, 
two users would each get half a 
coupon, and they’re only valid 
if both people show up to use 
them.
myKitchenGenie
What to make for dinner? 
myKitchenGenie inventories 
the food you have and tells you 
what recipes you can make. 
Nandhini Ramaswamy, gradu-
ate student in computer sci-
ence, said that it is unique in 
combining both functions. 
NoMoMeeting
Nothing can quite inter-
rupt a productive day like a 
status meeting. NoMoMeeting 
aims to make daily updates un-
necessary by creating a group 
chat between supervisors and 
employees. 
roadrageo.us
“Virtual tire-slashing for 
idiot drivers” is the aim of this 
app, pitched by former ISU 
student and Hatchlings devel-
oper Brad Dwyer. If you know 
a car’s license plate, you can 
call them out for bad driving 
habits, and parents can use it 
to track their kid’s driving. 
Rxminder
Pitched by Ashley Hunter, 
a graduate student from Iowa 
State, this app aims to solve the 
serious problem of medication 
misunderstanding and mis-
use. The program will store in-
formation about medications 
and give reminders of when to 
take them.  
Storling
A student from St. 
Ambrose University came to 
Des Moines to pitch this idea, 
which aims to simplify online 
shopping. It lets the user com-
pile their favorite stores, share 
with friends and have a single 
checkout for multiple stores. 
Yooooga
Want to find a new yoga 
class to try? This searchable 
Web database, built by a team 
of two, provides a directory of 
local venues and classes.
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In her three years at Iowa State, junior Betsy 
Saina has won four Big 12 titles, accumulated 
more than 10 podium finishes at national meets 
and broken several school and national records.
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During her past three 
seasons at Iowa State, junior 
Betsy Saina has been building 
an impressive resume with her 
time on the ISU women’s track 
team.
Accumulating four Big 
12 titles in the 5,000- and 
3,000-meter runs, more than 
10 podium finishes at national 
meets for the mile, 5k and 3k, 
and a plethora of stadium, 
school and national records, 
Saina is on course to be one 
of the most decorated track 
athletes to emerge from Iowa 
State.
The junior in adult, child 
and family services has a vague 
idea of what she is looking for 
after graduation next spring.
“I’m just interested in help-
ing people in general, doing 
things like social services, but 
that’s my goal is to help peo-
ple,” Saina said.
As far as running goes, 
Saina said she wasn’t quite 
sure if she would continue 
competing after college or if 
she would just focus on a ca-
reer. No matter what, focusing 
on the task at hand won’t be 
difficult for her.
“I’m not sure about it, but 
if things go well, then I’ll [con-
tinue competing],” Saina said. 
“Right now, it’s just focusing 
on college and make sure I do 
train, because before focusing 
on [the future], I need to do 
great things here first.”
It wasn’t all gold and silver 
for Saina since the beginning 
of her freshman year. Saina 
had another barrier to cross 
coming to Iowa State: the cul-
tural barrier.
“My freshman year was 
harder because I was trying 
to get the transition over here, 
like the American stuff,” Saina 
said. “Kenya is just a little 
different.”
Hailing from Kenya, 
Saina said school also was 
a little hard to get used to. 
Components such as catch-
ing up with the language bar-
rier and trying to learn to fit in 
with everyone were challenges 
that Saina quickly overcame to 
progress as an athlete, as well 
as a student.
Most recently, Saina won 
her second straight confer-
ence title in the 5,000-me-
ter run in the Big 12 Indoor 
Championships. In the same 
weekend, Saina earned the 
gold in the 3,000-meter run as 
well.
Saina also talked about how 
her teammates and coaches 
have played a role in her prog-
ress at Iowa State.
“My teammates and the 
coaches are supportive and 
they make sure that everything 
I did goes well,” Saina said. 
“Whenever I had a problem, 
I would talk to them and they 
would just help me.”
Coach Corey Ihmels is in 
his fifth year at the helm of the 
track team and has been there 
with Saina every step of the 
way since she has joined the 
team.
“She is somebody that has 
really matured from when she 
first arrived,” Ihmels said. “She 
didn’t set the world on fire her 
first race when she was here, 
but we could see the potential 
very early.”
Through her ups and 
downs, Ihmels said Saina 
has stuck with it through and 
through.
“She’s just someone that’s 
had some good things happen 
and she’s had some bad things 
happen, but she’s stayed the 
course,” Ihmels said. “She’s re-
ally coming into her own and I 
think she’s scratched the sur-
face on what we’re doing.”
Ihmels isn’t the only other 
coach who has seen great prog-
ress in Saina and is excited to 
see what else she can bring to 
the team.
“The difference between 
her as a freshman and her now 
is just confidence,” said as-
sistant coach Travis Hartke. 
“She’s always been pretty good, 
but she’s never had the belief 
in herself like she does right 
now.”
Hartke said if Saina keeps 
growing in herself confidently 
as well as physically as a run-
ner, there’s no telling what 
she can accomplish her senior 
year.
Hartke and Ihmels both 
agreed Saina has taken leaps 
and bounds since starting out 
as a freshman at Iowa State. 
Saina has gradually moved up 
from the third and second po-
sitions on the distance team 
into the No. 1 runner for the 
women.
Saina will compete in her 
second national indoor cham-
pionship on Saturday. Last 
year, Saina placed third over-
all and Hartke said she’s got a 
chance to bring home the gold 
this year.
“She has a shot at winning 
nationals if she keeps pro-
gressing and if she keeps confi-
dent and building aerobically,” 
Hartke said. “She’ll be above 
everybody.”
Women’s track and fieldMen’s track and field
Saina builds legacy as 
accolades accumulate
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Betsy Saina, left, and Dani Stack compete in the one-mile run in the ISU Open on Jan. 21 at Lied Recreation Athletic Center. 
Saina finished first in the fastest heat with a time of 4:44. The junior has won four Big 12 titles in the 5,000- and 3,000-meter 
runs in her three years as a Cyclone, and will compete in her second national indoor championship Saturday.
Jordan Cress may not be 
a name many ISU fans rec-
ognize, but in Olin, Iowa, it 
will be a name that isn’t for-
gotten anytime soon.
During his senior year, 
Cress gave Olin High School 
one last hurrah by winning 
the state title in the high 
jump for Class 1A. This will 
be the last state title ever 
won by Olin because declin-
ing enrollment in the school 
of roughly 40 students led 
Olin to merge its athletic 
programs with Anamosa 
High School beginning in the 
2011-12 school year.
Cress also won the state 
high jump title his junior 
year and Drake Relays title 
his senior year. He is the only 
athlete in Olin history to win 
back-to-back state titles as 
well as Olin’s only Drake 
Relays champion.
“It was pretty cool,” Cress 
said. “Not many kids can 
say that they were the last 
state champion for a school, 
and it made it special that I 
was their first Drake Relays 
champion that year too. I 
wanted to go out with a bang, 
and I wanted to send Olin out 
with a big bang.”
With the lack of a track 
facility at Olin, Cress was 
confined to running a city 
block as the track and prac-
ticing inside Olin’s gymnasi-
um on a non-regulation-size 
high jump pit.
“We didn’t have a track or 
an overpowering tradition,” 
said Cress’ high school coach 
Rich Ginn. “We would just 
use track meets for practice, 
then have a little coaching as 
you go.”
The 6-foot-4-inch Cress, 
saw an improvement from 
6’ to 6’3” and placing third at 
state his freshman season. 
He said it was at that point 
when he really started to 
take high jumping seriously.
“[Junior] year, I saw a 
five-inch improvement,” 
Cress said. “Then [senior] 
year, I saw a two-and-a-half 
inch improvement added to 
the school record.”
Cress would win the 
state title his junior year 
with a jump of 6’7”, but his 
personal best would come on 
a cold and rainy Saturday at 
Northeast-Goose Lake dur-
ing his senior year, one week 
before the Drake Relays.
“I’m still excited, it was 
a thrill,” Ginn said. “He 
jumped with sweats on and 
I just told him, jump to win. 
After he had won, we told 
him maybe he should stop so 
he didn’t get hurt for Drake, 
but he took his sweats off 
and kept going and finished 
with a jump of 6’10.25”. I was 
just over there on the track 
jumping up and down and 
screaming.”
Cress would go on to win 
the Drake Relays — the only 
athlete to do so in the history 
of Olin athletics — a week 
later by clearing a jump of 
6’8”.
Business was unfinished, 
however, and in May 2011, 
Cress captured his sec-
ond consecutive state high 
jump title by clearing 6’8” 
once again. Ginn said it is 
not something he will soon 
forget.
“It was very special,” 
Ginn said. “To me, it was 
huge. [Being a] Drake 
Relays champion and [re-
peat state champion] was 
monumental.”
The same week Cress 
jumped his personal best of 
6’10.25” at Northeast-Goose 
Lake, he was offered a schol-
arship by ISU jump coach 
Pete Herber.
Herber said after talk-
ing to Ginn at the beginning 
of Cress’ senior season, he 
took an interest, and when 
he found out about Cress 
coming here as a student 
before considering athletics, 
that was just the icing on the 
cake.
“I was very excited,” 
Herber said. “The kid has a 
ton of ability. He just needs to 
develop some strength and 
really get more immersed in 
what we’re doing. He’s done 
a really good job of buying 
into everything we’re shar-
ing. The kid has huge upside 
and has a ton of ability that’s 
going to take him places.”
Cress had a minor set-
back in the 2012 ISU indoor 
season after he tore his me-
niscus and was forced to 
redshirt the indoor season. 
However, he is starting to 
practice jumping again and 
said he will be ready to com-
pete in the outdoor season 
with high goals in mind.
“I want to jump 7 feet,” 
Cress said. “It is definitely 
possible and the strength is 
back in [my knee] already. 
The main goal is to jump 7 
feet and maybe higher than 
that because that’s a big 
landmark for any high jump-
er to get.”
Although Cress is the 
only Olin athlete to compete 
in Division I athletics direct-
ly out of high school, he said 
he hasn’t let it affect him.
“I’m not too big-headed, 
but [my friends and team-
mates] would always keep 
me even-keeled so I would 
never get too high on it,” he 
said. “I think if I didn’t have 
that, I might have been more 
of a big-headed person, but 
they kept me humble and it 
was easy because we would 
just joke about stuff and it 
would just keep me calm.”
The name Jordan Cress 
will be etched in Olin Lion 
history forever as the last 
state champion that the 
school will ever have. For 
Ginn, it is something that he 
said he was proud to be a part 
of and something that will be 
in his lasting memories.
“It was a neat relation-
ship,” Ginn said about his 
time spent coaching Cress. 
“Every time I can talk about 
him and high jump, I’m 
excited.”
ISU high jumper 
gives final hurrah 
as state champion
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
With the Big 12 Championships 
and qualifying for NCAA Regionals 
right around the corner, the ISU 
men’s golf team is ready to turn 
things around.
“I certainly think we have the 
capability to [qualify for regionals] 
and we’re in a good position after 
the fall season to do that,” said ISU 
coach Andrew Tank. “I think we 
can if we play like we’re capable of 
playing these last four events.”
During the fall season, the 
Cyclones finished fourth or better 
in four of their five tournaments.
In two of those tournaments, 
the team had one golfer win. Nate 
McCoy ran away with the Ress Jones Invite with a 
score of 210, which was nine strokes better than the 
runner-up.
In the VCU Shootout, Scott Fernandez took 
medalist honors. The Spain native edged the run-
ner-up by one stroke with a score of 205. The fall 
season was some of the best golf Iowa State had seen 
in a while.
“Each of our finishes got better as the fall went 
on and we won our last tournament,” Tank said. “We 
kind of finished on a high note there and we kept im-
proving, which was nice.”
In the first two meets of the spring season, the 
Cyclones have finished 12th both times, once out 
of a field of 15 and the other out of 24. In those two 
tournaments, the team averaged just less than 76 
strokes per round.
“I think it’s just been poor execution and making 
bad decisions on the course,” McCoy said. “You’re 
coming out of winter and you haven’t played a lot of 
tournament golf, so you forget to make smart deci-
sions sometimes.”
In the tournaments in the fall where Iowa State 
finished no worse than fourth in all but one tourna-
ment and had two medalist performances, the golf-
ers averaged 72 strokes per round.
With seven of the nine golfers on the roster be-
ing underclassmen, there has been a lot of teaching 
this year.
Tank said they have made a lot of big steps for a 
young team.
“It’s been fun. Everybody’s got a great attitude,” 
Tank said. “There’s been a lot of excitement, every-
one’s eager to learn and figure out what college golf 
is all about.”
McCoy, Iowa State’s lone senior, also knows he 
has a short time to not only turn things around in 
time for the Big 12s, but also before he graduates this 
May.
“It’s weird thinking that this is my last go-
around,” McCoy said. “Especially because the guys 
are great and it’s weird because you know you’re go-
ing to leave them. It’s definitely setting in a little bit.”
With coaches Tank and Patrick Datz now in 
their second year, McCoy is the only player they’ve 
had a chance to work with for more than a year be-
fore he graduates.
They didn’t hesitate when asked about what he 
means to the team and the program in general.
“Obviously you hate to see him go because he’s 
an important part of our program,” Datz said. “I 
think he’s been really instrumental, especially with 
all of our young guys, leading by example. When 
[we coaches] aren’t around, he really embraces that 
leadership role.”
The team is ready to move forward and hit its 
stride in the coming tournaments before Big 12s and 
the coaches are ready to push them.
“We put ourselves in a nice spot ending the fall 
and we haven’t got off to the best start this spring, 
but we’re still in a position to make regionals,” Datz 
said.
“If you can get to regionals and get hot, then 
you’re right there in nationals, so I think just getting 
there is what you need to do.”
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Men’s golf
Cyclones try to reverse woes of 1st spring meets
By Dean.Berhow-Goll 
@iowastatedaily.com
Datz
Tank
I certainly think we have the 
capability to [qualify for re-
gionals] and we’re in a good 
position after the fall season 
to do that. I think we can if we 
play like we’re capable of play-
ing these last four events.”
Andrew Tank
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Senior Nate McCoy practices his swing at Coldwater Golf Course on Sept. 30.
Chocolate ice cream, marshmallows and al-
monds make up the famed flavor known to all as 
rocky road ice cream.
Substitute those ingredients with the final 
regular-season meets against No. 18 Minnesota 
and No. 6 Nebraska — along with the Big 12 
Championships, NCAA Regional and NCAA 
championships — and the ISU gymnastics team’s 
remaining schedule is anything but vanilla.
“I think they’ve done a really good job the 
past three weeks at focusing on their job and the 
task that is on hand,” said coach Jay Ronayne. 
“We keep reinforcing that that’s what Cyclones 
do. I don’t see the other teams being a factor.”
Factor or not, fans want to see more tallies 
in the win column and Ronayne said he under-
stands that. The 5-5 Cyclones will see four top 
20 teams, including No. 2 Oklahoma, before the 
NCAA Regional.
“If I was an outside coach, I would hope we 
score 192 for the rest of the season,” Ronayne 
said. “We’re on the rise mentally and physically.”
The sixth-year coach said he expects his 
team to peak at regionals, which will be key 
to reaching the team’s goal of traveling to 
Duluth, Ga., in late April for the NCAA National 
Championships.
In many interviews throughout the season 
and its highs and lows, the team’s goal never 
changed. It’s the championships or bust.
“We need to keep performing how we have 
been performing and even improve on it,” said 
senior co-captain Michelle Browning. “We 
need to keep riding our confidence as we move 
forward.”
Some of the team’s confidence has come 
from its most recent victory against Minnesota 
in its home finale last week. Ronayne and co-
captain Elizabeth Stranahan said the victory on 
senior night was the highlight of the first part of 
the season.
“Some highs have been our 9.9s this season,” 
Stranahan said. “Celine Paulus got a 9.95 at 
Denver [and] that was huge.”
A story that keeps popping up is Paulus’ abil-
ity to peak at this stage in her career. The senior 
owns this season’s record-highs in each event 
for the Cyclones.
With Paulus, fellow seniors Browning, 
Stranahan and Shea Anderson, four sopho-
mores and lone freshman Caitlin Brown all per-
forming well, this team can see the light at the 
end of the NCAA tunnel.
Paulus, Browning provide spark 
as team faces difficult schedule
Gymnastics
By Isaac.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
The ISU softball team be-
gan its 2012 season with opti-
mism and high hopes to erase 
the tough losses the team en-
dured to end last season.
The Cyclones finished last 
season with a 21-28 record, 
including a 3-15 record in Big 
12 play, ending the year in a 
seven-game losing streak.
But the season hasn’t 
panned out quite how coach 
Stacy Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
envisioned it. The Cyclones 
are 5-11 on the season so far, 
having been outscored by their 
opponents by a total of 130-50 
— including a 26-5 beatdown 
from rival Iowa.
“Nobody likes to lose obvi-
ously,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
said. “But I think they do a good 
job of coming back each time 
and trying to do better.”
This year, Iowa State re-
turned its entire outfield along 
with the vast majority of its 
positions while adding new-
comers Lexi Slater, Jorden 
Smith and Miranda Kemp, all 
of whom are poised to make 
immediate contributions.
“I think [the newcom-
ers] are doing pretty well,” 
Gemeinhardt-Cesler said. 
“Jorden Smith has played in 
the outfield, which is a new po-
sition for her, but she’s getting 
better and better defensively 
each day.”
Iowa State’s pitching staff 
has struggled as well this year 
with the departure of Rachel 
Zabriskie, who saw a vast ma-
jority of the pitching duties last 
season. Her absence has cre-
ated an increased workload for 
rest of the Cyclone pitchers.
“We’re definitely giving up 
a lot more runs than what we 
want,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
said. “But it is what it is and we 
have to keep going out and get 
better.”
A bright spot shines for 
the team in the midst of its tu-
multuous season. Pitcher Tori 
Torrescano has picked up her 
workload from last season and 
already has four of Iowa State’s 
five wins this season.
“There’s no question about 
her dedication,” Gemeinhardt-
Cesler said. “I think that she 
wants it very badly and works 
very hard for it.”
In addition to her pitch-
ing ability, Torrescano also 
is contributing on offense as 
well. Last season, she was tied 
for the team lead in home runs 
with 11 and this year she ranks 
second in the Big 12 in slugging 
percentage at .853.
“She’s a tremendous hit-
ter,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler said 
of Torrescano. “She’s always 
been a great hitter for us and I 
think she has just gotten better 
and better.”
Despite their bad start, the 
Cyclones have a lot of season 
left and will begin to try to turn 
their young season around and 
pick up more victories.
With Torrescano leading 
the way, Smith becoming more 
accustomed to playing a new 
position and the other new 
faces establishing their roles 
on the team, the future looks 
bright for the Cyclone softball 
team for the 2011-12 season.
“Honestly, [coming into 
the season], I didn’t think we 
would struggle this badly,” 
Gemeinhardt-Cesler said. 
“We’ve had a hard time staying 
consistent, but I think we are 
definitely talented enough; it’s 
just a matter of going out and 
playing well.”
Softball
Iowa State remains optimistic 
despite losses early in season
By Travis.Cammon 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Facilities
Accessing the Bergstrom 
Indoor Training Facility will 
be business as usual for the 
ISU football, soccer, softball 
and golf teams this spring, 
aside from a temporary clo-
sure of the walkway from the 
Jacobson Athletic Building.
The facility, which is lo-
cated northwest of Jack Trice 
Stadium, is in the midst of 
construction of a $20.6 million 
addition that will include new 
offices, meeting rooms and a 
weight room adjacent to the 
current Bergstrom facility.
The new complex, which is 
being paid for through bonds 
and private money, was ap-
proved by the Iowa Board of 
Regents in June 2011 and be-
gan construction this past fall.
“From both a daily opera-
tional standpoint as well as 
a recruiting perspective, the 
new facility is a major upgrade 
for our football team,” Athletic 
Director Jamie Pollard said in 
a statement in June.
The facility will be en-
closed early this spring, which 
puts the project on schedule 
for the opening of the facility in 
“mid-fall” of 2012, said Chris 
Jorgensen, senior associate 
athletic director for facilities, 
planning and management.
“During the entire con-
struction process, one of 
our goals was to keep the 
Bergstrom [facility] complete-
ly operational and, for the most 
part, we’ve been able to do just 
that,” Jorgensen said.
On Feb. 11-12, the season-
opening tournament for the 
ISU softball team was closed 
to the public due to a lack of 
parking because construction 
had prohibited use of the park-
ing lot between the Jacobson 
Athletic Building and the 
Bergstrom facility.
That, however, was an un-
foreseen event as the tourna-
ment was originally scheduled 
to take place at Northern Iowa.
Jorgensen said there will be 
a period of time where the path 
from the Jacobson Athletic 
Building to the Bergstrom fa-
cility will be out of service, but 
an entry path from the north 
will likely be made.
On Jan. 17, the ISU athletic 
department released a virtual 
tour of what the new facility 
will look like. That video can 
be seen on cyclones.com.
“We created that so football 
could have something for re-
cruiting, our support staff had 
something that we could share 
with donors and, most impor-
tantly, it was something that 
our fans could see,” Jorgensen 
said of the virtual tour. “I 
thought it turned out great and 
I’m sure the building will live 
up to all of our expectations.”
Iowa State will host its 
football pro day and first spring 
football practice on March 20.
Bergstrom remains 
open during work
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
The ISU track teams have a lot they 
can boast about, with championship 
titles and national contenders to name 
a few. The missing piece to this picture 
is an outdoor facility to bring it all 
together.
Most recently, the ISU men’s and 
women’s track teams have been cohabit-
ing the Ames High School track with the 
Ames High track team.
Between ISU coach Corey Ihmels 
and Ames High Athletic Director Judge 
Johnston, the two have worked out terms 
where the track can be equally used until 
the new outdoor facility is opened for the 
ISU track teams.
“It’s a win-win for both of us,” 
Johnston said. “My facility is up and run-
ning and adequate right now for their 
purposes and we’re more than happy to 
help.”
The reason the ISU track teams have 
been practicing at Ames High School is 
due to the simple fact that Iowa State 
doesn’t have an outdoor facility as of 
right now.
Currently under construction is Iowa 
State’s new outdoor track-and-field facil-
ity, and Ihmels said the facility is well un-
der way. He is ready to get out and run on 
it, even though it’s not finished yet.
“They’re ahead of schedule right now 
and depending on how the weather is this 
spring will depend on how far ahead on 
construction they get,” Ihmels said. “You 
can walk around out there and see it look-
ing like track already.”
Johnston said Ames High School has 
been in full cooperation with the coaches 
of the track teams and is always willing to 
help out.
“Helping each other out in a time of 
need and there are many times where 
Ames High needs to lean on Iowa State, 
so we just help each other out,” Johnston 
said. “We’re both local and we both have 
staffs that cross over.”
Johnston said the Ames High track 
staff and ISU track staff are always in-
volved with each other, whether it’s 
working at each other’s meets or small 
jobs for one another.
The animosity goes both ways, Ihmels 
said. He has always felt the two teams are 
constantly trying to help each other out.
“They’ve been very gracious, and 
we’ve got a great relationship with both 
Ames High coaches,” Ihmels said.
Both schools have been fortunate 
to not run into scheduling conflicts. 
Johnston said planning goes smoothly 
between coaching staffs to make sure 
neither team interrupts the other’s 
practice.
“We’re just now starting out track 
season here at the high school level,” 
Johnston said. “We have not had a lot 
of direct conflict on the track. And Iowa 
State’s schedule is transitioning into 
more meets and they’re heading south.”
With competition in the outdoors 
just around the corner, Johnston said he 
doesn’t anticipate the ISU teams being 
around the high school much more.
Coming from the Ames High per-
spective, girl’s track coach Kirk Schultz 
said the cooperation between the two 
schools has been flawless.
“They’ve been very, very helpful with 
us anytime we’ve needed to exchange 
equipment,” Schultz said. “It’s a really 
positive relationship.”
Schultz said having the university 
in the same town as the high school is a 
good morale booster for the students on 
both levels.
“We’re in a unique situation with a 
college town here and a high school here; 
the more we can foster positive relation-
ships the better it’s going to be,” Schultz 
said. “I’m just very pleased with the rela-
tionship with Iowa State.”
All around, the two schools are in 
good relations with each other and both 
coaching staffs said they look forward 
to working with each other more in the 
future.
The new ISU outdoor facility is still 
under construction. Luckily for the 
Cyclones, the teams move into a fast-
paced outdoor season where more time 
will be spent on the road.
Ames High, Cyclone runners 
share space due to construction
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld 
@iowastatedaily.com
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